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IN LOVING MEMORY OF

FRANCES (GRANNY) AND LARRY GAULTER

Cottage Gardens is dedicating this 1992 Catalogue to the

loving memory of Frances and Larry Gaulter. As many of you know,
for many years Cottage Gardens was located in Hayward, California

only a short distance from the Gaulters’ home and garden. The visits

between gardens, and the support and love and encouragement received

from these special people, were invaluable to Cottage Gardens, and the

memory of them will continue to be an important part of what we do.

The Gaulter daughters were generous in giving Cottage
Gardens several notebooks containing Larry Gaulter’s hybridizing
notes. The volumes detail the crosses that Larry made each year, the

seedlings that he selected for shipment to the Cooley’s, who introduced

Larry’s irises for many years, and miscellaneous garden expenses.
Other than this information, setforth in list form, there were only a few
scattered notes written in Larry’s hand providing general observations

about iris hybridizing. Apparently paraphrasing an old joke, Larry
wrote: "As to my success in hybridizing, I must quote General Custer’s

report to headquarters, ’We continue to advance without loss of
ground. ”’ Below that comment, Larry wrote a message to his wife:
"To Frances, who doesn’t suspect that it is she who makes such a

tender world of it." Larry was wrong about his hybridizing. He made

great contributions to iris breeding. But he was certainly right about
Granny.

We will miss both Granny and Larry greatly.



GREETINGS 1992

Thank you for your patronage last year and your kind letters and

phone calls. The excitement is building for the fast approaching iris
season; and for several reasons. First, at this time of the year — the

February doldrums, it is easy to get excited about anything iris. Second,
the 1991 bloom season was excellent here, the best in recent memory in

quality and length, and the prospects of a repeat performance are a great

encouragement. Third, we are extremely happy about the recognition that
several irises introduced by Cottage Gardens received and it has inspired
us in our hybridizing programs and selection of iris. Finally, with the help
of Region 14’s Jean Erickson, we have worked hard on the 1992 catalog,
tinkered with its format, created some cartoons with the help of clip art
(the cartoon idea we got from Tell Muhlestein’s old catalogs) and added
selected iris parentages. We hope that you like the changes.

With respect to the catalog, despite promises to ourselves to cut

back on the listing, promises that we make every year, you will notice that
somehow over 400 varieties of bearded iris have been added to last year’s

catalog list for your consideration! Digging and replanting should be fun.

Any volunteers? However, the large listing and price variety in the catalog
should allow everyone to find something - the latest introductions, the old

reliable, the proven favorite. Stock is pretty good on most varieties, but
some of the new ones are in short supply. Remember, we will not make

any substitutions without your permission and we will contact you promptly
to let you know if stock of a variety is unavailable. But to avoid

disappointment, we recommend ordering early. Also, as you know, we
are generous with our extras, and your "hints" and "want lists" are

appreciated.

In 1991 we made many enjoyable garden visits during bloom time

and attended several iris conventions, including the 50th Anniversary

Convention of the Society for Louisiana Iris in Lafayette, Louisiana, and
the National Convention in Washington, D.C. We also managed to see the
latest advancements in iris breeding from Oregon hybridizers. Along the

way we met some new friends and rekindled old friendships. The most

important part of any hobby is sharing it with others, and we treasure our

relationships with our friends and customers.

Our peak bloom season at Cottage Gardens is usually from April
20th through May 10th. You are always welcome to visit the garden; a
map appears on the inside back cover. If we aren’t home, leave us a note

that you came by. Best wishes to all of you.
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1992 COTTAGE GARDENS' INTRODUCTIONS

ALASKAN SEAS

(James P. McWhirter, 1992)

TB, 34", E-M, Sdlg. # J85-5-2
A beautifully formed near amoena with standards of cool white over falls

of marine blue narrowly edged near white. There is a purple magenta wash lightly
applied on the falls. The beards are blue. The flowers are nicely ruffled on well
branched stalks with 7-8 buds. Fragrance adds to this arctic beauty. Featured in
color in the AIS Bulletin, January 1992. (Blues on Parade x Hilo Shores). $35.00

APRIL IN PARIS (Vernon Wood, 1992)
TB, 34", M, Sdlg. # 86-41

A very smooth medium pink self with bright tangerine beards displayed on
show stalks. The flowers are of heavy substance with closed standards and wide

falls lightly ruffled and laced. Eight to nine buds will extend your bloom season.
Featured in color in the AIS Bulletin, January 1992. Vision in Pink x Sdlg 82-38:
((Maio Oui x Carved Pink) x Blushing Pink). $35.00

ART NOUVEAU (Virginia Messick, 1992)
TB, 38", M, Sdlg. # M86-6

Deep rose pink of beautiful carved form with matching beards tipped white
over a white area which it gets from one of its noteworthy parents, Lorilee. The
branching is near perfect, displaying flowers in  a classical manner on strong stems,
and the heavy subtance ensures that it will remain that way for several days. Heavy
ruffling and broad falls lend a modem form to ageless elegance. (Lorilee x Gaulter
sdlg. involving Foolish Pleasure lines). $35.00

DANCES WITH WOLVES (Joanne Loop, 1992)
TB, 40", M-L, Sdlg. # 888-1

Terra cotta maroon standards over maroon falls with a mahogany overlay.
Bronze-gold beards add just the right accent on this strong addition to the red class.
This first introduction from Joanne Loop was much admired at the Region 14
Spring Regional last year and was voted first-runnerup in the seedling class. While
strong and robust, this iris also possesses a gracefulness which reveals to the viewer

that, although there was human help in its creation, it is ultimately a product of
nature. (Speculator x Spectacular Bid). $35.00

DUNSMUIR (Bob Brown, 1992)

TB, 36", M, Sdlg. # 86-36
A new lovely dark red purple self with nicely formed mffled flowers on

excellent branching. These flowers are accented with near white beards adding a
stately appearance. Named for the stately mansion, Dunsmuir House, in Oakland,
California. (Titan’s Glory x Sdlg. # 81-23 involving Night Hawk, His Lordship,
White King and Royal Gold). $35.00
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EVELYN HARRIS (James P. McWhirter, 1992)
TB, 36", M, Sdlg. # 86-6-1

An extremely ruffled and fluted beauty in light orchid lavender tones.

The beautifully formed flowers have matching powder blue beards tipped white.
The three way branching plus terminal displays eight buds. The hybridizer
considers this to he an exceptional iris and, accordingly, has named it to honor

an outstanding member of Region 14 and a good friend of Cottage Gardens.
(Winterscape x Hilo Shores). $35.00

FIESTA SONG (Vernon Wood, 1992)
TB, 37", M, Sdlg. # 87-35

A favorite here with garden visitors. The standards of this variety are
a unique blend of honey gold violet infused and deepening to tan at the base; the

falls have honey gold hafts, a gold rim, and a violet area in the center of the

falls. A smokey tangerine beard adds to the festivities. A strong grower and
rapid increaser, this iris will be prominent in any garden. (Matinee Idol x

$35.00Collage).

FUTURE WATCH (Virginia Messick, 1992)
TB, 36", M, Sdlg. # M87-42

With standards of cool, icy blue white over crisp white falls and pale
blue beards this is an iris to watch in the future. The flowers are extremely
ruffled and the branching is excellent. This striking beauty has 7-8 buds and has
unlimited breeding potential. (Up Periscope x Winterscape). $35.00

HOLLYWOOD AND VINE (James P. McWhirter, 1992)
TB, 36", M, Sdlg. fSt J85-30-2

Although you are unlikely to find an iris growing at this intersection,

one of the most famous in the world, it suggests the excitement expressed by
this flower - standards are a light magenta grape blend with the falls having
slightly darker shades and veining, and featuring blue violet beards. Nicely
ruffled, on good branching, don’t miss this iris while touring the homes of the

$35.00stars. (Ensemble x Noble House).

SPEED LIMIT (Larry Lauer, 1992)
TB, 38", E-M & RE, Sdlg. L88-48-1

A zonal pattern in a rebloomer! This is one of the best zonal patterns
to date, surrounded by tones of medium blue and sporting white beards. The

flowers are ruffled and fluted and nicely flared. It is a reliable rebloomer in our
climate but untested in other climates and thus is introduced here for its stunning
spring bloom. SPEED LIMIT was awarded an EC at the Region 14 Regional
last spring in Santa Rosa, California, and should be a winner at future show

benches. (Up Periscope x Marine Luster). $35.00
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1992 TALL BEARDED GENERAL LISTING

ALTRUIST (Schreiner ’87) A blue-white
with chalk white center on falls. From

Victoria Falls, Tide’s In. AM’91. $5.00

AMADEUS (Tompkins ’89) Ruffled
silver-toned lilac with orange pink
beards; Tinsel Town breeding.

AMAZON BRIDE (Hager ’88) White
narrowly edged bright yellow. Parents
include Bride’s Halo. HM ’90.

AMBER SNOW (Blyth ’87) Pure white
standards and amber apricot falls with
great form. Lovely. (Alpine Journey x

$8.00

AMERICA’S CUP (Mc’Whirter ’89)
Crisp clean white. HM’91.

AMERICAN GREETINGS (J.Meek
’91) White with coral red beard. (Diva x

$16.00

AMOROUS EMBRACE (J. Nelson ’87)
Ruffled and laced baby ribbon pink;

$3.00

AMY CATHRYN (Gaulter ’88) Bright
lavender standards, clean white falls,

darkening to lavender at the edges.
From Irene Nelson lines.

ANN (Lineberger ’88) Ruffled icy white
self with yellow beards. From Bride’s
Halo. Fragrance.

ANNA BELLE BABSON (Hager ’85)
$3.00

ANNA GLITSCH (Nichols ’87) Light
pink, deeper hafts, with tangerine beard.
Ruffled. (Vanity x Instant Love). $4.00

ANN SHAVER (Nichols ’84) Ruffled
mid-blue lavender; lavender brd. $2.00

ANY SUNDAE (Durrance ’86) Superb
tangerine red bearded pure white with
lace. Blooms late here. Top quality.
Bride’s Lace x Christmas Rubies. $5.00

APHRODISIAC (Schreiner ’86) Apricot
and shrimp with white center on falls.

Unique color. (Charm Bracelet x Piping
Hot).

$5.00

$5.00

Beachgirl).

$6.00

Candace sib.).

tangerine beard.

$5.00

$8.50

Lovely pink; Dykes contender.

$3.00

AACHEN PRINCE (J.Knaus ’87)
Ruffled deep blue self, red beards.
(Flamingo Blues x Firewater). $6.00

ACOMA (Magee ’90) Sky blue
standards, white falls edged with light

violet plic lines, adobe beards;

refreshing; blooms early, a favorite
$12.00

ADOBE ROSE (R. Ernst ’88) Peach
cream standards, mauve falls; tailored &

different. Popular.

AERIAL BALLET (K. Mohr ’88) A
distinctive mid-blue self,

flower form.

AFFLUENCE (Hager ’86) Lovely
ruffled peach pink from breeder known
for them. Recommended.

AFICIONADO (Williamson ’88) Lightly
ruffled creamy yellow with ginger brown
plic markings and yellow beard. (Pencil

$3.00

ALICE GOODMAN (Roderick ’88)
Bright and beautiful pink, lighter area
below pink beard; ruffled; Beverly SOls
child. Pink breeders are using this one.
HM’90

ALIZES (Cayeux ’89) Subtle blue
amoena; broad and ruffled. A must have

from this French hybridizer. $15.00

ALLSTAR (R.Dunn ’86) Heavily ruffled
huge blue white with white tipped pale
yellow beards.

ALL THAT JAZZ (Denney ’82) Classic
bold bright yellow and red variegata.
Rainbow Ridge in Australia reports that
it is "the most popular variegata in the
nursery.

ALLURING (L. Gartman ’89) Pale
coral, lighter in center of fafls; orange
beard. Ruffled & elegant. HC’88. $9.00

ALMADEN (Maryott ’90) Lightly
ruffled dark smooth red maroon, dark red

$15.00

here.

$5.00

Excellent

$4.00

$5.00

Sketch X Dixie Desert).

$4.00

$5.00

$3.00

maroon beard.
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Rebloom reports. (Touch of Bronze x

Pacific Gambler).

BEGUINE (Keppel ’89) Apricot ground
with rose shadings and dottings at edge;
rusty reddish-orange beards. (Gigolo x
Columbia the Gem).

BEHOLD A LADY (Blyth ’87) Off-

white standards, chartreuse yellow falls,
flushed blue. ((Silver Shower x King of

Diamonds) x Beach Girl).

BE MINE (Byers ’86) Medium pink
standards with pink-white edges; pink-

white falls & orange-gold hafts. $4.50

BE MY LOVE (J. Meek ’88) Tan

standards, dark wine falls - orange beard.

(P.T. Bamum x Brandy).

BERRY BLUSH (Hamner ’88) Ruffled

pastel pink self; red beard. For mid
season.

Blush).

BERRY CORDIAL (O.Brown ’87)

Magenta falls with slightly deeper
standards; shrimp red beard.

BERTWISTLE (Innerst ’90) White
standards, falls white with 1/2 inch

yellow edge. A stand-out in Omaha.
(Eastertime x Beverly Sills).

$10.00

$7.00

$ 8.00

$6.50

(Persian Berry x Heather
$4.00

$6.00

$18.00

ARCTIC SONG (D. Meek ’89) Pale
blue-white with lavender influence;

exceptional substance. Lovely. (After

Hours sib. x Song of Norway). $6.00

ARRANGER’S CHOICE (B. Brown

’87) Tall dusky blue lavender with self
beard,

ruffled.

Blooms mid-season, lightly
$3.50

ARTIFICE (Anfosso ’90) Tangerine
bearded amber rose pink; French import.

(Carmen x Beverly Sills).

AT DAWN (L. Miller ’88) Canary

yellow with deep aurealin hafts markings;
light ruffling. (Dream Affair x Gold
Burst).

AUTUMN CLOUDS (Hager ’90)
Lightly ruffled pale blue with blue white
beard. Reblooms. Small flowers but

extremely floriferous. Received ribbon
for its fall bloom at Region 14 1991

show. ((White Elephant x Avalon Bay)
X Welcome Aboard sib.).

AUTUMN WINGS (Ernst ’89) Large

ruffled flowers of blended sandy brown
tones. Autumn Leaves x Haviland.$5.00

AUTOGRAPH (Luihn ’86) Blue white

with dark navy blue beards. Cook Cup
Winner - Phoenix. Parentage includes

Song of Norway, Navy Strut & Five Star
Admiral.

BALLET FOLKLORICO (Wlmsn. ’87)
Blend of caramel, henna & rust. $4.00

BANANA MARGARITA (Magee ’87)
$5.00

BATHSHEBA COMES (B. Miller ’89)

Lightly ruffled smooth blend of garnet
and deep rose, bronze beard. Registered
as a rebloomer and it did here. (Gideon

Victorious x Samaritan).

BATTLE H’FMN (Ghio ’89) Lustrous

mahogany red self; yellow beard.$10.00

BEAUTIFUL VISION (Schreiner’90)

Rosy pink with light lace for mid-season.
Enchanted World x,Lovely Jan. $14.00

BEAU ZAM (P. Blyth ’87) Pale blue

white with bronze tipped navy beards.

$16.00

$5.00

$12.00

$5.00

Laced frosted yellow.

$10.00

No one will ever buy an
iris painting.
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BEST MAN (McWhirter ’85) Light
marine blue standards, darker falls;

somewhat tailored. (Sea of Galilee x Blue
Luster). $3.50

BEVERLY SILLS (Hager ’79) The most
popular iris of all time - ten years as
number one on the AIS popularity poll.
Rebloom tendencies. DM ’85. $2.50

BIG SKY (Hager ’90) Medium blue with
deeper shadings. Cream beard tipped pale
yellow. (Edith Wolford blue sib. x

$12.00Welcome Aboard).

Never mind the winning lottery
numbers, just tell me what will
win the Dykes.

BILL BAILEY (Hager ’89) Black
maroon self; bronze beards. For early to

mid-season. (Sunday Punch x Sdlg (Dark
$7.50Ritual X Cairo Lyric).

BLUE BUBBLES (Hamner ’90) Ruffled
violet blue with self beard; from

Bubbling Over & Classic Profile. $16.00

BLUE CHIP PINK (Niswonger ’90)
Pink self with hint of Ulac; blue and

tangerine beard, part of breeder’s
emerging line of blue-bearded pinks.
Admired by garden visitor’s here.
SPECIAL VALUE!

BLUE GLOSS (Hamner ’88) Ruffled
light to medium orchid lavender with

blue beards. (Royal Kingdom x Princess
Gloria).

BLUE MOONLIGHT (Byers ’89)
Powder blue with orange tipped cream
beard. Reblooms and you would too
with these parents; Feed Back x Brother

$10.00

BLUES CHASER (D.Meek ’91) Ice blue
self with blue beard and wide flaring,
stately form. (Song of Norway x

$16.00

BLUES ON PARADE (McWhirter ’87)
Beautiful neglecta; HM’89

BLUE STACCATO (Gibson ’77) StiU

outstanding. Tall, ruffled, white ground
plic sharply etched deep purple. $2.50

BLUID (Burseen ’90) Yellow bearded

violet blue from this Texas hybridizer.
(Soap Opera x Swirling Seas). $14.00

BLYTHE DEAN (Hager ’87) Blue toned

lavender that pales to yellow, tipped
$4.00

$7.00

$5.50

Carl.

Winterscape).

$5.00

white beards.

BILLIE YVONNE (Nichols ’88) Deep
peach standards, white falls edged deep
pink. Hot orange beards, sweet spicey

$6.00fragrance. EC ’85.

BIRTHDAY SURPRISE (Maryott ’91)
Pink tan standards, falls with raspberry
rim on pink ground, accented by rusty
brick beards. $12.00

BLACK FANTASY (D.Meek ’88)
Ruffled and dark with mustard beard.

Parents include Harlem Hussy, Cherry
Smoke and Wild Ginger. $7.00

BLACK HILLS GOLD (O.Brown ’86)
Lemon-yeUowstandards, blushed orange;
mimosa yellow falls with a tangerine
blush on shoulders. Ruffled. A group
favorite last year on a visit to the Shoops’
garden in Oregon. (Fresno Calypso x
Mandolin).

BLACKOUT (Luihn ’86) Black, and we

mean it. Tall and well branched. (By
Night X Navy Chant).

$5.00

$5.00

BLENHEIM ROYAL (Schreiner ’90)
Cream bearded medium blue with

ruffling; worth having even in this
crowded color class. $10.00

BLEU DE MER (Ernst ’88) A fine
ruffled sea blue with pale yellow-white
beard. (Midnight Love Affair x (MiU

$7.00Race X San Leandro).
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BRIDAL FASHION (Weiler ’86) Early,
$3.00ruffled, cold white. Very nice.

BLOWTORCH (Byers ’86) Yellow
standards, white falls; yellow hafts &
edges and orange beard; hairy blue
flounces with tatters & curlicues of

yellow radiating along the outer ends.
Heavily ruffled. Skyhooks child. $5.00

BLUE ARISTOCRAT (Schreiner ’87)
Huge medium blue self from Sapphire
Hills breeding. HM ’90.

BLUE BALLET (Keppel ’90) Beautiful
blue white much admired here in Region
14. Armada sib breeding.

$4.50

$11.50

BRIDGET’S CHOICE (D.Meek ’88)
Excellent bright red-brown self including
beards. Selected by Bridget, the
hybridizer’s dog. Parents include War
Lord & Post Time; this is one of the best
reds available. $6.00

BRILLIANT PERFORMANCE

(Nichols ’89) Peach pink with salmon
hafts and shrimp beards. (Academy
Awards x Oklahoma Sunshine). $10.00

BROADWAY (Keppel ’81) One of the
best of the early eighties; standards deep
gold, falls ivory with red brown band.

Blooms early. AM ’85. $2.50

BODACIOUS (Keppel ’87) Apricot to
cream ground plic. Rust orange beards.
Gigolo sib X Queen in Calico. $5.00

BOGOTA (Ghio ’90) Outstanding new

deep orange with excellent plant habits.
Blooms early. $12.50

BROADWAY BOOGIE (Plotner ’88)
New to us. White with heliotrope

features, cadmium yellow beard tipped
white; ruffled.

Darktown Strutter, Ribbon Round, Tinsel

Town & Stepping Out.

Breeding involves

$10.00

BOHEMIAN (Schreiner ’88) Deep tan
standards, butterscotch falls with lavender
tint. HM’91.

BOLD GOLD (Gatty ’87) Garden
Standout. Gold self; marigold orange

$3.50

BONUS MAMA (Hager ’90) Warm
white with hint of yellow in throat and
light yellow beard. Reblooms. (Ice
Sculpture x Geometries) x I Do. $10.00

BOUNTIFUL HARVEST (Hager ’91)
White ground plicata edged in violet
purple. Outstanding flower form on this
reblooming iris, sister to Hemstitched and
Autumn Circus. Recommended. $14.00

$6.00

beard. HM ’89.

BUBBLE UP (Ghio ’89) Salmon pink
self with red beard. This one is bubble

$10.00

BUBBLING OVER (Ghio ’82) Heavily
ruffled blue lilac self. Has been a great
parent to many iris. AM’86.

BUCKWHEAT (Byers ’89) The
hybridizer considered this one of his best
and most exciting rebloomer

introductions; cream yellow standards,

falls medium yeUow with variable
greenish ecru influence and dark brown

lines at hafts to just below the yellow
beard.

BUENOS AIRES (Durrance ’88) Yellow

standards, purple falls w/ laced yellow
edge. World News x Sexton sdlg. $8.00

BUENOS AIRES REVISITED

(Durrance ’90) Orange standards and red

falls in a satisfying combination. $9.50

BUSY BEING BLUE (Denney/
MeWhirter ’90) Early sky blue w/
distinctive veining. (Regents Row x

Winterscape).

wonderful.

$2.50

$10.00

$9.00

BRANDY (MeWhirter ’81) Rose, pink,
tan, purple blend; AM’85. $3.00

BREAKERS (Schreiner ’86) Seashore

blue with heavy fluting; reblooms and is
a strong grower; outstanding. Child of

Victoria Falls, Shipshape & Sailor’s
Dance. AM’90. $2.50

BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY’S

(McWhirter’83) Heavily
mulberry, beards same tipped blue.
(Tennessee Frost x (His Lordship x Caro
Nome).

ruffled

$2.50
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CELESTIAL HAPPINESS (B.Miller
’89) Lightly laced and flaring peach with
soft pink overtones. Reblooms. $11.50

CELESTIAL SUNSHINE (B.Miller’89)
Sunshine yellow with cream spot below
orange beard.

September. (Magic Memories x Com

Harvest).

CELTIC PRINCE (Williamson ’91)

Buff cream yellow standards tinted green,

same falls with white patch, sanded and

striped with rust brown plic markings.
Sister to Aficionado.

CENTENNIAL CHILD (Hager ’91)
Wide and fluted deep coral pink. Direct
child of Anna Belle Babson but appears
to have more vigor. Smooth.

CHAMPAGNE DUO (Ernst ’88) Golden

buff standards, with greenish gold buff
falls; unique. (Irene Nelson x Honest
Pleasure).

Reblooms here in

$9.00

$14.00

$15.00

$3.50

BUTTERED BISCUIT (Durrance ’89)

Buttery yellow highlights on creamy
white ground for mid to late season.
(Dream Affair x New Moon). $10.00

BYGONE ERA (Ghio ’90) Pink silver

self; red beard. Involved parentage
includes Ponderosa, Debby Rairdon, San
Leandro, New Moon & more. $17.50

CAFE SOCIETY (Ghio ’85) Well
branched ruffled honey cafe tan.
Vigorous grower. HM ’87. (Toastmaster

$3.00

CALIPH (Ghio ’87) Glowing deep
brown self; deep brown beard. For late

season. (Copper Classic x Veneer)$4.00

CALYPSO MOOD (Schreiner ’89)
White standards, falls rich purple with
lighter edge. Gay Parasol child. $8.00

sib. X Praline).

CAMERA SHY (Wood ’91) Medium

pink with bright red tangerine beards.
$20.00Vigorous.

CHAMPAGNE ELEGANCE

CANTINA (Byers ’90) Red violet with
ruffles, beard mixed violet and gold.
Reblooms reliably here. (Well Endowed

$17.50X Violet Miracle).

(Niswonger ’87) Light lavender
standards, buff apricot falls; rebloom
tendencies. AM ’91. $5.00

CHEERFUL ONE (Hamner ’89)
Medium yellow with narrow white edges;
self beard tipped yellow.

CHER (R.Nelson ’91) Deep orchid violet
with bright purple highlights and bright
orange red beards. Wasn’t in bloom

when we visited hybridizer’s garden last
spring but based on written descriptions
we are anxious to see it. (Dawn Light x
(Lady X x Glory Bound).

CHEROKEE TEARS (Hager ’90)
Silken burnt sienna brown with lavender

blue area, "tears," at end of yellow
beard. Verismo sib. Iris never fails to

rebloom in Stockton, California. $12.00

CHICO MAID (Luihn ’85) Pale blue-
Ruffled,

vigorous, popular, with somewhat more

modem flower than Song of Norway, a
parent. ((Contempo x Five Star Admiral)
X Song of Norway). AM ’89.

$6.00

$20.00

white with blue beards.

$3.50

CARAMEL AND HONEY (Hahn ’89)
Name tells you the color, yellow beard
with heavy ruffling. (Palmer sdlg x

$10.00Sheer Poetry).

CARIBEAN DREAM (Schreiner ’90)
Ruffled blue with white beard, chUd of

Sea of Joy. We saw it last sprin| in
Oregon for the first time, asked what it

$11.00was, and had to have it.

CARNIVAL MAGIC (Williamson ’87)

Butterscotch gold standards, fancy plicata
falls edged in maroon. (Plum Gleam x
Caramba).

CARIBEE (Hager ’90) Quality clear blue

self; pale yellow beard. Parentage traces
back to Geometries, Ice Sculpture &

Sapphire Hills, some of our favs. $10.00

CELESTIAL FLAME (DuBose ’88)

Nicely formed lacy white with red-coral
beards.

$3.00

$5.00
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COLETTE (B.Brown ’90) Huge ruffled
flowers of purple violet with orange
beards tipped white-violet. $10.00

COLLAGE (B. Brown ’86) Lightly
ruffled unusual lavender with greenish
tan hafts. Aptly named.

COMEDIAN (K.Mohr ’91) Pink
standards, rose falls with a white wash

pattern; from Heather Blush. $12.50

COMMUNIQUE (McWhirter ’80) White
ground, slightly edged with blue plic
markings, deep purple in heart. White
tipped soft lemon beard. Socialite x

(Port Royal x Stepping Out). $3.50

COMPOSTED (Hamner ’90) We think
there’s an interesting story behind the
name of this pretty variety, but can’t
remember. Rose with tangerine beards.
(Persian Berry x Heathers Blush) x
(Entourage x Love Magic). $16.00

$3.00

CHIEF MOHAWK (Hamner ’89)
Large, ruffled golden brown flowers,
brass-orange beards. (Baja Bandit x
Veneer). $6.00

CHIPPENDALE (Denney ’79) Ruffled
terra cotta, with gold hafts and violet

infusion in falls. (Gala Madrid x (Laurie
X San Leandro).

CHOCOLATE ROYALE (B.Blyth ’86)
A chocolate milk plicata. HM’88. $8.00

$3.00

CHOCOLATE SHAKE (Gibson 82)
Outstanding chocolate, malt markings on
cream white ground. $2.50

CHURCHILL DOWNS (K.Mohr ’88)
Lemon yellow self with lemon beards.

Sporadic rebloomer. $4.00

CIRCUS JEWEL (Albers/Nichols ’88)
Ruffled white stitched purple. (Mystique
X Earl of Essex). HM ’90. $5.00

CITOYEN (Anfosso ’89) Gorgeous!
Orange beige standards, raspberry gold
falls, beige flash around orange beard.
Ruffled. ((Sostenique x (Misty Dawn x
Bateau Ivre)).

CITY LIGHTS (M.Dunn ’91) Large
blue violet with distinctive large white
zonal area; white beards; wide & ruffled.

Fancy Face x Windsurfer.

CLASSY CHASSY (Osborne ’90)
Outstanding homed iris of pale blue and
deep blue beards, introduced through
Melrose Gardens. Great grower, and
great breeding - Good Morning America
X (Sky Hooks X Jack R. Dee). $11.00

CLEAR DAY (Gatty ’89) Medium light
blue self of exquisite form, with yellow
beards tipped blue white.

CLOUD FIRE (B.Brown ’83) Lovely
ruffled white with bright red beards.

$3.00

CODICIL (Innerst ’85) Medium blue self
with near black beard. AM’89. $3.50

$12.00

$20.00

$10.00

Overlooked.

CONJURATION (Byers ’89) Leading
space ager; white standards w/ pale
violet-blue edges; white falls with violet
borders, tangerine tipped horns. Much
admired child of Sky Hooks & strong
performer at Loomis test garden in
Colorado. HM ’91. $10.00

CONTRIBUTION (Hager ’91) Wide
fuchsia purple with moderate ruffling.
The Melrose ’91 bonus iris. $15.00

CORAL JOY (Niswonger ’89) White w/
pink coral shadings. Coral Light x Coral
Beads. $10.00

I

COFFEE KLATCH (Ghio ’86) Rich
coffee brown self on candelabra show

stalks. $4 IRIS JUDGES VOTING..00
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COWBOY MYSTIQUE (Wolford ’85)
Pale blue standards, falls medium blue

with catchy bronze beards! Tall, unique
$3.00and attractive.

DANCE STEP (Keppel ’89) Gold-
washed with ginger brown markings;
ruffled and laced; different.

DAZZLING GOLD (Anderson ’81)
Brilliant gold yellow with red veining in

$3.00

DEAR DOROTHY (Roderick ’89)
Yellow orange standards, powder purple
falls, and yeUow orange beards. Sheer
Poetry x Copyright.

DELICATE BALANCE (Gatty ’89)
Creamy peach pink standards, ivory
white falls with peachy hafts; new and
different bicolor.

Precious Moments).

$7.00

falls. AM’85.

$10.00

(Venus Rising x
$7.00

CRANBERRY TEA (Mapes ’89) Rose
tan standards with red violet flush and tan

edge; red violet falls with tan edge; old
gold beard; red leaf base. (Cranberry Ice

$9.00X Paris Lights).

CRANBERRY CRUSH (Aitken ’86)
Violet standards, deep red violet falls;
vigorous. (Going My Way x Mystique).
AM ’90.

CRUZIN (M.Dunn ’87) Deep blue violet
with white spot. Wide and Ruffled.
Reblooms in milder climates. (Perfecta x
Spinning Wheel).

CRYSTAL CATHEDRAL (Hager-
Maryott ’84) Excellent ruffled icy white.
The effect is crystalline.

CRYSTAL DREAMS (Shockey ’89)
Pink standards, falls white w/ light blue
pink flush & narrow darker pink edge;
cerise beards tipped blue.

CRYSTAL GLITTERS (Schreiner’85)
Cream w/ peach pink infusion. AM ’89.

((Moon Glimmer x Gold Trimmings) x
$3.00

CRYSTAL PRISM (Silverberg ’86)
Ruffled white with bright red beards.

Heavy substance and laced edges.
$3.00

CYCLES (McWhirter ’86) Fancy plic of
blue and white. HM’89.

DAFFODIL CLOUD (Weiler ’90) White
standards with slight yellow flush at base
of midrib; bright yellow falls with yellow
beard. Lightly ruffled.

DANCE AWAY (Hamblen ’88) Ruffled
amber pink standards, pearled violet falls
with peach trim & deeper hafts. Beard is
burnt sienna tipped violet. Graduation x
Sophistication.

DANCE MUSIC (D.Mohr ’88) Full pink
self with rose shadings.

$2.50

$4.00

$3.50

$12.00

Inferno Brimstone).

Quality.

$3.00

$12.00

$8.50

$6.00

DELORIS CLARK (Nichols ’87)
Peachy pink standards and peach falls
with nice form and fragrance. Vanity
child. $4.50

DESERT LARK (I.Nelson ’88) A very
refined pastel plicata. Choice! $5.00

DESIGNER JEANS (R.Dunn ’88)
Heavily substanced blue violet. Pale

yellow beard. (His Lordship x Blue
Maxx). $7.50

DESIGNING WOMAN (Gatty ’90)
Lilac- lavender, w/ salmon to lilac white

beard; pronounced frangrance. ((Pretty
Lady x (Nefertiti x Playgirl) x
Presence). $11.00

DEWY MORN (Lyons ’88) Ruffled
yellow, darker yellow hafts, and rim on

falls; rich gold beard. Irish Spring x
Bride’s Halo. $6.00

DISTANT ROADS (Keppel ’91) Exotic
bicolor plic with brassy tan standards and
purple banded white falls. Cup winner at
Region 14 Spring Regional. $18.00

DIVINE (M.Dunn ’88) Orchid blue
standards, violet falls with prominent
white blaze. HM’90. Limited. $7.00

DON ALVARADO (D.Spence ’88)
Ruffled rich gold, 1/2 inch edge on falls
heavily dotted rich maroon;
beard. Theatre x Anon.

orange

$7.00
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ECUME (M. Anfosso ’86) Glacier blue
standards, white falls, and tangerine
beard. (Pink Sleigh x (Melody in White
X Christmas Time)).

EDITH WOLFORD (Hager ’86)
Exceptional beauty and form; yellow
standards, blue violet falls; even some

rebloom reported. AM’90. DM?? $3.00

EDNA’S WISH (Gibson ’83) Ruffled
orange bearded salmon. (Starfrost Pink

X Orange Plume sib.)

EGGNOG (Byers ’90) Rebloomer of
heavily ruffled golden yeUow with
infused toasted butterscotch and

cinnamon speckles on hafts; marigold
beard. (Grace Thomas x Designer
Gown).

EGYPTIAN (Byers ’88) One of our
favorites by this hybridizer. Gold tan
standards, falls white, deep red violet
stitched edge; yellow orange beard

ending in violet horns. (Going My Way
$6.00

EIGHT BELLS (Kinney ’87) Listed by
mistake as a 1990 intro in last year’s

catalog (sorry!), this remains a gorgeous
flower of ruffled marine violet blue and

blue violet beards. (Cup Race x Navy

Strut).

ELEGANT ERA (Tompkins ’86) Golden
amber standards with ivory faOs bordered
in amber. Perfect Branching!

ELECT LADY (B.Miller ’90) Ruffled
and laced pure pink; coral pink beard;
pronounced sweet fragrance.

ELIZABETH MARRISON (Nichols

’87) Medium pink standards, falls lighter,
creamy orange beards; ruffled and
pronounced sweet fragrance.

ENCHANTING (Hamblen ’87) Ruffled

bicolor with pink violet standards, rose
violet falls & red purple beards. $4.50

ENLIGHTENMENT (Ernst ’90)

Lavender standards, sky blue accents on

styles; falls purple, lavender rim; orange
beard. From Ringo.

$5.00

$4.00

$12.00

X Sky Hooks).

$6.00

$2.50

$14.00

$6.00

$10.00

DOUBLE AGENT (Maryott ’88) Rose

standards, velvet smooth red falls,

tangerine beards. Well received. $6.00

DOVER BEACH (Nearpass ’72) White
and blue amoena which continues to

please twenty years later. AM’79.$2.50

DRIFTING ALONG (O.Brown ’88)
Pale lavender blue with soft red beards.

$5.00

DUSKY CHALLENGER (Schreiner

’86) The premiere deep purple, at least

until the next Schreiner premiere deep

purple. Huge flowers. AM’90. $3.00

DUSKY DANCER (Luihn ’67) Still one
of the darkest, and still one of the best

from this accomplished hybridizer who
passed away last summer.

DUSKY FLARE (L.Powell ’84) Black

dusky self with bronze beards;
pronounced fragrance. (Black Bart x

$3.50

EAGLE’S FLIGHT (Schreiner ’86)

Rosy toned plicata with rich rose grape

1/2" margins on falls. AM ’91. $4.00

Heavy substance.

$3.00

Superstition).

EARLY SPLENDOR (Maryott ’88)

Very early, as name impUes. Heavily
ruffled with lilac purple standards and
shaded light lilac purple falls; tangerine
beard.

EARLY WISH (Gibson ’87) Light

orange coral self with brifliant red beard.
$3.00

$4.50

Edna’s Wish sib.

EASTER LACE (Byers ’88) Lovely
orchid pink with tan edge on heavily
ruffled and laced falls; orange beard.

HM ’90.(Beverly Sills x Moonlit).
Recommended. $6.00

EASTER SONG (Wood ’85) Ruffled

pink with light lace; self beard. (Mais
$3.50Oui X Carved Pink).

ECHO DE FRANCE (P.Anfosso ’84)

Well formed white and yellow amoena
which is beginning to receive the
attention it deserves. (Snowlight X

$4.00Champagne Braise).
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ENVIOUS (Maryott ’86) Heavily ruffled
grey green self, yeUow beard. Parents

include Mystique, Pistachio and Lemon
Mist.

ENVISIONED DREAM (Ernst ’90)
Dark lavender standards, near white falls

edged lavender; orange beard.
(Afternoon Delight x Gaulter Sdlg. inv.
Irene Nelson lines).

ENVY (Ernst ’90) Ruffled and laced lime

green yellow; yellow orange beard.
Parents inch Prancing Pony, Bayberry
Candle & Dazzling Gold.

ETCHED VIVIDLY (Nichols ’89)
Ruffled blue violet standards, white

center, banded and dotted deeper on
edge; white ground falls VIVIDLY

stitched and marked by purple hafts and
purple line under orange blue beard.

$8.00

EURYTHMIC (P.Blyth ’87) Pink buff
standards, falls lavender magenta on
lower half, plum burgundy on upper half,

$7.50

EVELYN’S ECHO (Ev.Kegerise ’85)
Ruffled dark blue violet, self beards.

(Deep Pacific x Navy Strut).

EVENING GOWN (Ghio by Keppel
’87) Vigorous black-violet with deep blue

$3.00

EVENING MAGIC (Schreiner ’90)

Lavender violet, large white zonal spot
below white beard. From two favorites,

Lorilee and Raspberry Frills.

EVERYTHING PLUS (Niswonger ’84)
Top Banana last year, 1991 DM winner.
Blue white standards, white falls, violet

plic edge; purple beards tipped bronze.
(Focus X Spinning Wheel).

EXCITATION (R.Nelson ’87) Bright
deep yellow standards, grey wine falls,

$5.00

EXTRAVAGANT (Hamblen ’83) Late

season laced ruffled amethyst violet.
Dykes runnerup & a Cottage Gardens’
best seller last year.

$4.50

$12.50

$10.00

Odyssey x Crystal Ball.

tangerine beard.

$5.00

beards. Some rebloom.

$10.00

$3.50

orange beard.

$2.50

EAIR DINKUM (Gaulter ’89) A clean

ruffled light blue self with white beards,
yellow at throat. (Portrait of Larrie x
Victoria Falls). Pretty.

FALLING IN LOVE (Hager ’90)

Medium pink, Ughter in center of falls.
Red pink beard. Considered to be one of
his recent best by hybridizer.

FAME (Weiler ’86) Bright yellow orange

with orange red beards. Registered as
rebloomer.

FANCY BRASS (Schreiner ’87) We

bought this last year because of the
picture in the color catalog - so we’ll see.
Heavy yellow brown flowers w/ darker
shoulder markings, yellow beard. Rustic
Cedar x Hot Line. HM ’89.

FANCY FACE (M.Dunn ’86) A large

violet self with white area on falls;
$3.50

FANFARON (Hager ’88) Gold
standards, falls bright red with yellow
edge. Exceptional garden value. Parents

include Dazzling Gold. HM’90. $5.00

FARAWAY PLACES (Keppel ’88)

Ruffled blend of corinth purple, cedar

falls with cinnamon wash on upper half;
terra cotta beard. A fine Mulled Wine

$5.00

$5.00

$12.50

$3.00

$4.00

distinctive.

child.

FASCINATOR (Hager ’90) Lavender

brown standards with falls that open

deeper but change to shining gold; gold
beard. ((Golden Brilliance x Perfect

Accent) x Flaming Victory). $12.00

FEMININE WILES (J.Nelson’86)

Orchid that is flushed pink in the
midribs; feminine touch of pink red
beards, lace. HM’88. $3.00

For ordering information,

please see 1992 Ordering
Guide
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FEMME FATALE (Gatty ’88) Creamy

pink with white tipped orange beards.
(Paradise x Pretty Lady). HM’91. $6.50

FIELD OF DREAMS (Denney/
McWhirter ’91) Smooth red from Don

Denney’s accomplished red line breeding.
Erect, conical, tailored form; self beard.

(Spectacular Bid x (Maroon Velvet x

Seeing Red)). Outsold all other varieties
$20.00

FINE CHINA (Gatty ’86) Beautifully
ruffled white. Limited Stock.

FIREFOX (M.Dunn ’87) Deep golden
yellow self; orange beard. (((Kingdom x
On Target) x Prosperity) x Sun City) x

$5.00

FIRE ON ICE (WeUer ’90) Ruffled and

lightly laced warm white with soft yellow
glow on hafts and styles; red beard;

$16.00

last year.

$4.00

Hilow.

reblooms.

violet, salmon ground falls with near
complete red violet plic wash; brown to
orange beards. Dance Step sib. $20.00

FORT BRAGG (Denney/Mc'Whirter
’89) Sky blue with slightly darker falls;
white tipped yellow beards. Some
rebloom reported. HM ’91. $5.00

FORTUNATA (Ghio ’86) Melon

standards, falls melon cream; tangerine
$4.00

FORTY PINOCHLE (D.Meek ’88)
Bright golden yellow standards, red
brown falls minutely edged tannish gold;

$6.00

FOXY LADY (J.Nelson ’88) Registered
as RE; pink self with tangerine beards
from Private Label & Buffy. $6.00

FRAGRANT LILAC (Hager ’86)
Wonderful cool lavender lilac with white

$3.50

FRANCIS ANDERSON (Nichols ’89)

Purple standards suffused blue at base

and center; wine red falls; gold beard;

ruffled. Careless Rapture x
Embassadora. $11.00

FRENCH PERFUME (M.Moeller ’90)
Ruffled pure white standards, falls light

violet blue, white beard tipped yellow,
pronounced sweet fragrance. (Dream
Lover X Lilac Haze). EC’89. $9.50

FRINGE BENEFITS (Hager ’88) One
of the best in the orange class; lace;
tangerine beards. HM’90.

FRINGE OF GOLD (Schreiner ’87)

Deep canary yellow standards, white falls

w/ rich golden shoulders; deep yellow
brds. Tut’s Gold x Amber Beauty. $4.00

FRIZZY LIZZY (Weiler ’89) Crinkled
ruffled dark flame orange; red orange

$9.00

FRONTIER COWBOY (Nichols ’90)

Ruffled light brown, yellow hafts, orange
beard, sweet fragrance, pleasing.
(Financier x Oklahoma Sunshine)$10.00

beards. HM’89.

mustard beard.

beards.

$5.00

beard. EC ’88.

FIRESIDE GLOW (Schreiner ’88)

Unique glowing deeply colored apricot
$5.00orange.

FLAMENCO WHIRL (Hamner ’88)

Gold yellow standards, maroon falls
precisely edged in golden yellow, few
gold marks around gold beard; ruffled.
(Wild Jasmine x Flamenco). $5.00

FLORAL CHIFFON (Gatty ’90) Peach
cream breeding from Quiet Moment,
Paradise, Pink Sleigh & Liz. Orange red

$10.00beard; ruffled.

FLOORSHOW (Byers ’89) Dependable
rebloomer here. Heavily ruffled;

standards silvery grey with slight gold

infusion inside lightly sprinkled with fine
violet dots; falls stark white, medium

dark red purple stitched edge; white
beard brushed old gold. (Broadway x

Earl of Essex). $7.50

FLY WITH ME (Aitken ’90) Blue

violet, self beard, for mid-season.

(Memorable x Tide’s In).

FOREIGN ACCENT (Keppel ’91) Light
salmon standards suffused with pale red

$12.00
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fluting; and we mean lots. Creamy white
beard. $4

FROSTED BUTTERCUP (Maryott ’87)
Outstanding ruffled yellow and white
amoena. Colors less vivid than some but

not a detraction. Tranquil Star x Misty
Moonscape. Recommended.

FROSTED SAPPHIRE (Niswonger ’88)
Pale lilac with hint of pink.

FROSTY SNOWBALL (Hamner ’87)
Snowy white standards, med-violet blue

falls, white spot around lemon tipped
$4.00

$3.50

$3.50

beard; ruffled.

.50

GLOWING SERAPHIN (B.MiUer ’87)
Ruffled white with sunshine gold at hafts;
orange beard.

(White Lightning x I Do).

Consistent rebloom.

$7.50

GODSEND (Byers ’89) Medium cameo
pink standards, pink-white falls, beige
pink at hafts; red orange beards end in
delightful amethyst horns. Vanity x
Moonlit. $10.00

GOD’S HANDIWORK (Ghio by
Maryott ’90) White ground plicata
heavily washed medium blue; white zonal
area at hafts & white beard. Ruffled.

Some rebloom. (Handiwork x Victoria
$10.00

GOLD COUNTRY (Ghio ’87) Very
smooth gold self with tan hints. $4.50

GOLDEN STATE REUNION

(McWhirter ’87) Deep lemon yellow.
(Lemon Lyric x Barbary Coast). $4.50

GOLDEN SURREY (Rudolph ’85)
Chrome yellow standards; band around

white falls distinguished by blue tipped
yellow beards.

GOLDEN VELVET (Weiler ’88) Ivory
standards, golden velvet falls; sequential
bloomer. Lightly ruffled.

GOLD RING (Gaulter ’78) Gold
standards, deep golden ring around white
falls; gold shoulders,
celebration of the

Anniversary.

GOOD GUY (Hager ’89) Extremely
wide white flowers with white beards.

Reliably reblooms in the hybridizer’s

garden and here. Excellent.

GOOD SHOW (Hager ’88) Brilliant

orange of excellent form. One of the
best in this rapidly developing color

group. HM’91.

GOODWILL MESSENGER (Ernst ’90)

Yellow cream edged standards, creamy
white falls w/ yellow undersides & omge

brds. From Tulip Festival.

Falls).

$3.50

$4.00

Named in

Gaulters’ 50th

$3.00

$7.50

$7.00

$10.00

FULL MOON RISING (D.Mohr ’89)
Ruffled lemon yellow self with hint of

$5.00lace; orange beards.

FUN FEST (O.Brown ’88) Salmon pink
with tan hafts, beards poppy red. $5.00

GALLANT ROGUE (B.Blyth by
Kepper90) Great garden iris. Lilac
standards, dark red black falls with rose

orchid rim. (Tomorrow’s Child x Magic
$10.00Man).

G’DAY MATE (Maryott ’87) Medium
blue violet standards, slightly darker

falls; violet tipped white beard but yellow

in throat. Heavily ruffled, registered as
remontant. Product of Scented Nutmeg
x Victoria Falls.

GENTLE DRAGON (L.Miller ’88)

Butterscotch standards heavily veined
maroon, falls dark red black, butterscotch

rim & orange beard. (Aztec Treaure x

Gypsy Caravan).

$4.00

$5.00

GIFT OF DREAMS (Hamblen ’87) Pink
standards and white falls with blue tipped

$4.50burnt orange beard.

GINGER SWIRL (Schreiner ’85) Ginger
tan standards atop ginger banded light
lavender orchid falls. AM’89. $3.00

GLAD RAGS (Hager ’85) Impressive

variegata of yellow standards and berry
$4.00

GLORY DAYS (Nichols ’89) Creamy

yellow tan with orchid infusion. $5.00

GLORY STORY (Weiler ’88) Medium
dark violet blue with lots of ruffles and

maroon falls. HM ’88.
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GOTTA LOTTA BODDA (Burseen ’90)
Luscious pink with heavy substance
(bodda!), orange beard and wide form.

(Catalyst x Wings of Dreams). $12.00

GRANDMA’S LACE (Nichols ’89) For
late season. Tan standards with orchid

GYPSY BRIDE (L.Miller ’89) Light
magenta rose standards, falls dark ruby
red, with apricot signal and burnt
tangerine beard.

Marmalade).
(Far Comers x

$6.50

GYPSY SKIRT (Shockey ’87) Pink
standards, white falls with burgundy
band. Appealing.

GYRO (Aitken ’89) Richly colored,
heavily ruffled, deep purple. (Navy Strut
X Mystique). HM’91.

HAPPY NEW ’TEAR (Byers ’90)
Rebloomer from Earl of Essex breeding.
Ruffled creamy white finely sprinkled
with tiny violet dots, white beards tipped
yeUow.

HARBOR CRUISE (Hamner ’87) Clear,
crisp colors of light blue standards and

dark blue falls; mustard blue tipped
beards. Sdgl. x Princess Gloria. $4.00

HAWAIIAN QUEEN (Shoop ’86) Peach
salmon with orange beards. A favorite
from this distinguished hybridizer. $3.00

HEART OF ICE (Byers ’89)
Dependable blue white rebloomer; green-
gold hafts and a suffused violet streak

down center. ((Leda’s Lover x (Sky
Hooks X Condottiere)).

HEART MOUNTAIN (K.Mohr ’89)
Pretty red bearded white.

HEAVENLY LARK (K.Mohr ’91) Mid
to dark blue self of elegant form. $12.00

HEAVENLY RAPTURE (Schreiner ’89)
Oh Rapture! First rate ruffled & serrated

cool white, bright orange beard. (Skier’s
Delight X Heavenly Angels).

$8.00

$7.50

$10.00

$8.50

$6.00

$7.50

wash at midrib; falls lighter tan with

orchid undertones and yellow tan hafts;
orand beard; laced and ruffled. From
Chartreuse Ruffles. $6.50

GRAND OLD OPRY (D.Meek ’87)
Large lavender self, a hit in ’87 and still
a hit in ’92. $3.50

GRAPE FREEZE (Hamner ’87) Cream
ground plic with attractive mulberry rose
stitching.

GRATUITY (Hager ’90) Intense orange
with bright tangerine beard. Worthy
successor to Good Show. $10.00

$5.00

UNKNOWN PARENTAGE.

GRECIAN GODDESS (Maryott ’89)
Yellow standards, bright white falls, and

$9.00

GREEN PROPHECY (D.Meek ’91)
Citrine green self with mustard beard.

Think green. ((Solano x Song of
Norway) x Blue Moustache). $16.50

GUADALAJARA (Ghio ’89) A deep
orange, multi-budded with quality
branching. The color!!! HM’91. $9.00

excellent branching!

HELEN BONFILS (J.Hoage ’90)
Orange standards, falls orange infused
yellow. Roman Candle x Orange
Empire.

HELEN RUTH (K.Mohr ’89) Baby
ribbon pink with coral red beards. $5.00

HELGA’S HAT (Nichols ’90) Indeed.
Ruffled white with lemon hafts and

yellow beards; white horns. (Bridal
Ballad x Sky Hooks). $9.00

$17.00
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HORATIO (Hager ’91) Royal purple on

opening, falls fade to pleasing silver blue
with violet blue border. Wide and

beautiful.

HOT PINK (Weiler ’90) Hot pink with
orange glow in center; red beard.$18.00

HOT STREAK (Ghio ’88) Bright gold

with red plic marks on white falls; yellow
beard. HM’90. Gigolo product. $5.00

HOT TO TROT (McWhirter ’91) Bright

gold topping falls of a reddish mahogany
plicata ground. Vigorous & 12 buds.
(Gigolo X Captured Beauty).

HOUDINI (Maryott ’85) Velvet red
black with matching beards.

ICE CASTLE (Mc'Whirter ’83) Ruffled

blue white, slight gold shoulder, blue
tipped yellow beard. Another Cup Race

$2.50

ILLA JEAN (J.Meek ’85) Heavily

ruffled mauve; self beard.

IMPERIAL THEME (K.Mohr ’88) A

lightly ruffled concom grape violet self
with large, imperial flowers.

INAUGURAL BALL (Ghio ’88)

Metallic red purple self; blue beards;
heavily ruffled.
Bubbling Over). HM ’90.

INCANTATION (Ghio ’87) Light blue
standards with now famous deeper blue
flush at midrib; white falls.

INCENTIVE (Hager ’87) Deep plum
purple with prominent white spot in

$5.00

INCOGNITO (K.Mohr ’91) Novelty iris
with over 75% of flowers opening flat.

Deep blue verging on violet.

INDOCTRINATION (Innerst ’88)

Medium yellow standards, falls med red;
$5.00

INDUCEMENT (Hager ’89) Closed and
fluted light purple standards, falls light
blue fading to white with age. Around
edges is blended band of light purples
with ruffling and some lace.

$18.00

$17.50

$2.50

child.

$6.00

$4.00

(Titan’s Glory x
$4.00

$3.50

center of falls.

$14.00

gold bronze beards.

$7.00

HEMSTITCHED (Hager

Rebloomer of lovely form. White, with

lavender violet stitching &
veined hafts; pale blue white beard.
((Space Odyssey x Socialite) x Earl of

$10.00

’90)

narrow

Essex).

HERITAGE LACE (Schreiner ’86)
Reverse cream amoena, falls rimmed

creamy yellow,
rebloom tendencies. HM ’89.

Beautiful form with

$3.00

HIDDEN WORLD (Ernst ’90) Ruffled
and laced lavender pink, lighter in center
of falls, orange beard. (Afternoon Delight
X Gaulter Sdlg).

HIGH HO SILVER (Byers ’89) Lightly
ruffled silvery gray to silver white with
tan gold hints at hafts; light gray beard
tipped gold. (I Do x Moonlit).

$8.50

HILLTOP VIEW (Gaulter ’90) Clear
blue, near white beard tipped blue on

From Portrait of

$12.00

HILO SHORE (Gaulter ’81) A deep
blue self, blue tipped white beards. One

$2.50

HILO SURF (Durrance ’90) Ruffled

white, beard tipped yellow in throat.

Prince of Peace x Ice Seulpture. $10.50

HOLLYWOOD BLONDE (Gatty ’89)
Mimosa pink standards, creamy yellow

falls, mimosa hafts. Now the only

question is, what’s mimosa? Pretty.
HM’91.

HONEYMOON DANCE (Nichols ’91)

Pink red violet standards, pale peach

falls, edged raspberry, darker hafts; rusty
orange beard.

(Beyond x Pink Confetti).

HONKY TONK BLUES (Schreiner ’88)

Blue violet flowers streaked with swirling

white etching. Top HM’90.

$12.00

Rcb looms.

Gaulter branching.

Larrie breeding.

of Gaulter’s best.

$7.00

New arrival here.

$14.00

$5.00

HOOPLA (Danielson ’88) Arilbred

(1/2 + ), yellow-rimmed white with

lavender splash on falls; orange tan
beards. $3.50
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JOLT (Weiler ’88) Twice the caffeine,
twice the orange. HM ’90.

JOYCE MEEK (M.Hamblen ’90)
Creamy amber standards, deeper falls,

classic burnt sienna beards tipped violet.
((Touche X Sienna Star) x Nancy
Glazier).

JUNGLE PRINCESS (Aitken ’89)
Attractive combination of tan standards,

red falls, and orange beard. (Spartan x
Mystique). HM ’91.

JURIS PRUDENCE (Ernst ’86) A warm
white of impeccable form. (Kentucky

$3.50

JUST FOR FUN (L.MiUer ’90) Ruffled
yellow gold flushed apricot; medium gold
beard. Classic look, modem form.

(Mandolin x Queen in Calico). $11.50

KAH-NEE-TA (Ernst ’89) Reverse
bicolor of rose standards, tan falls.

Different. (Irene Nelson x Honest
Pleasure).

KAREN CHRISTINE (Ensminger ’85)
Pretty white infused magenta.

KATHERINE ANNE (Hoage ’88)
Pristine white with red beards.

Christmas Rubies x Lady Marie. $5.00

KATI’S BLUSH (Ernst ’89) Rose with
an infusion of Kati’s blush; most

appealing. (Unk. x Irene Nelson). $6.00

KINGLY DIGNITY (Niswonger ’89)
Pale blue with darker blue shoulders;

$7.50

KING’S RUBY (Hamner ’89) Garnet red

applied with apricot yellow ground.

(Good Earth x Lady Friend).

KISSING CIRCLE (Stevens ’89) Blue

bearded blue and white plicata, airy form
with excellent branching and bud count.

$6.00

KRUGERAND (Gaulter ’89) Deep

golden yellow self from many generations
$5.00

KUNIKO (Gatty ’89) An exceptional

pure white. HM ’91.

$5.50

$12.00

$6.00

Derby x Blue Luster).

$5.00

$3.50

pale yellow beard.

$7.00

HM ’91.

of Larry’s work.

$7.50

IN PERSON (Hager ’90) Lightly laced
light pink, soft tangerine beard. Another
great pink from Hager.

INTREPID (K.Mohr ’89) Ruffled dark
lavender-violet w/ whitish beards. $5.00

ISTANBUL (Byers ’90) Rebloomer with
clear tuscan standards and warm white

falls, yellow glow at hafts, and overlaid

with deep bright red purple stripes over
upper third which then softens

considerably; yellow beard; ruffled.

(Broadway x Earl of Essex).

JAEL’S CONQUEST (B.MOler ’86)
Laced deep maroon, iridescent rose-violet

spot on falls; sweet fragrance.

JANIE MEEK (J.Meek ’87) Soft pink
standards, orchid lavender falls, ruffled,
fragrant. Candace x Monaco.

JAZZ ECHO (Denney/McWhlrter ’91)
Don’t overlook this quality variegata; tan
gold standards over falls of a brownish
red-tan. All That Jazz child.

JAZZ FESTIVAL (Schreiner ’90) Great
combination of buff cream standards with

contrasting style arms and rosy violet
falls. Attention getter.

JEAN HOFFMEISTER (Gatty ’82)
Impressive large ruffled medium blue.

Dykes Medal contender.

JESSE’S SONG (Williamson ’83) Early
white ground plicata, wide violet border;

grows well everywhere. DM’90. $2.50

JESTER (Hager ’89) Full yellow
standards, white falls hazed orchid

blending to wide yellow border; deep
yellow beard ending in fancy yellow
petaloids. Truly a novelty.

JIGSAW (Tompkins ’85) Well branched
attractive plic of azure blue standards and
white falls with purple speckled band;

catchy bronze beards. (Darktown Strutter
X (Winged Melody x Focus) .

JITTERBUG (Keppel ’88) Yellow
standards, falls yellow-lined and dotted

with brown; bronze yellow beard;
$6.00

$12.00

$12.00

$4.50

$3.50

$17.50

$14.00

$3.00

$7.00

$2.50

ruffled. HM ’90.
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LACE ARTISTRY (Aitken ’88) Smooth

peachy pink self with peachy beards.
$5.00

LACY TUTU (L.Miller ’90) Deep

apricot standards blushed magenta pink;
magenta orchid edged apricot falls.
Mandolin x Queen in Calico.

LADY BE GOOD (M.Robinson ’87)

Ruffled and laced coral pink self; shrimp
beard. ((Command Performance x Pink

$5.00

LADY FRIEND (Ohio ’81) Garnet rose;

tall. The color continues to please.
$2.50

LA FORTUNE (M.Dunn ’89) Ruffled

red brown and magenta blend. Hilow
descendant.

LARCENIST (J.Burch ’89) Pink self,

including beards, for mid-season. (Frost
$8.00

LARRY GAULTER (B.Brown ’88)

Dark red purple self, beautiful ruffling

and large flowers. Parentage includes

Titan’s Glory. HM ’90.

LAST DANCE (McWhirter ’79) Light

pink standards with hint of blue, light
violet falls with pink brown infusion;

tangerine beard. (Amigo’s Guitar x
(Laurie x San Leandro)).

Stunning. HM ’90.

$12.00

Sleigh) X Beverly SiUs).

AM’85.

$5.00

Jewels X Pink Angel).

$6.00

$3.00

LIBERTY TORCH (Zug ’88) Brilliant
gold standards topping brownish falls

$4.00

LIGHT BEAM (L.Blyth ’85) Interesting
cross produced this interesting, lemon

gold, flower. (Broadway x Beverly
Sills).

LIGHTNING BUG (Durrance ’87)

Lovely creamy yellow self. Overlooked.

(Dream Affair x New Moon).

LIMELIGHTER (Schreiner ’88) Butter
yellow standards, creamy falls with large
butter yeUow beards. Ruffled. Great

performer here last year.

LIONESS (Ernst ’89) Yellow tan

standards, warm brown falls lightening
toward edge, near white spot at tip of
yellow beard; laced and fluted. $10.00

with bright gold beards.

$3.50

$3.50

$4.00

LOIS RAINER (Durrance ’88) Great
shade of coral pink with excellent

$3.50growing habits.

LOVELORN (Hager ’90) Pink-orchid
standards, orchid blended falls meld to

buff pink creating a reverse bitone.
■We’re hoping for great things with this as
a parent. From Anna Belle Babson,
Kindness, Carved Cameo, Vanity, Liz,
Ice Sculpture & Pink Persian. $12.00

LOVELY GLOW (Gatty ’87) Soft
apricot with pinkish glow; orange beards;
popular, and with good reason.

LOYALIST (Schreiner ’86) Rich claret
wine self; cerise-claret beard; ruffled.
Outstanding color. AM’91.

LOYAL DEVOTION (Waltermire ’82)
Light blue with crystalline effects; subtle
deeper blue veining. HM ’84.

$3.00

$3.00

$3.50

LAST EMPEROR (Gaulter
Beautiful lightly ruffled royal blue
purple, self beard, from His Lordship

$12.00

’90)

lines.

LATIN HIDEAWAY (Nichols ’86)
Important bicolor blend, lavender buff
standards, wine red falls. AM’90. $3.50

LATIN MELODY (Nichols ’89) Ivory
standards subtly blending orchid and
cream yellow; falls red purple edged
orchid; rust hafts and area around orange
beards.

LEMON FEVER (Maryott ’88) Sharp
contrast of rich lemon standards and

white falls with yellow rim; bright gold
beards; ruffled. HM ’91.

$5.00

$4.50

LULLABY OF SPRING (Schreiner ’87)
Lemon yellow standards, warm lavender
falls and straw yellow beard. Involves
Sweet Musette. HM’89. $3.50

MACHO HOMBRE (Hamner ’88)
Unique orange brown colors on large
wide flowers; Lady Friend child. $3.50
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MAGHAREE (Blyth ’86) Wow! Love at

first sight. Subtle pink amoena with 1/4"
lavender white edge on pink falls. $6.00

MAGIC (Hager ’87) Blue pink self with
deep violet beards. Has been improved
upon but still striking.

MAGICIAN’S APPRENTICE (Maryott

’89) Two tones of purple blaek with gold
beards. It will cast a spell! (Witches’
Sabbath x Houdini).

$4.00

$7.50

MARY D (Hamblen ’88) Sultry smoke
pink standards, flaring violet blue falls.
Somewhat reluctant grower but patience
pays off $6.00

McKAY (Hamblen ’89) Ruffled lacy
bright pink, lighter faOs w/ shrimp
beard. $5.00

MEAGAN ELIZABETH (B.Brown ’91)
Smooth light purple violet with standards

slightly lighter than falls. Named after

hybridizer’s first grandchild. Somewhat
$18.00

MEMOIRS (Ohio ’88) Dusty red self;
tangerine beard. From Praline. $7.00

MEMORY SONG (O.Brown ’89) Brick
red standards, falls same, slightly lighter
edges; red beard. Far Comers breeding.
Admired at Oklahoma in ’88. $12.00

MEMPHIS BLUES (Schreiner ’87)
Heavily ruffled lobelia blue, white zone

around cream beard. ((Navy Strut x
Royal Regency) x Land O’Lakes). $4.00

MEXICAN BEAUTY (Nichols ’88)
Blended bronze, honey, amber and brown
self; gold-orange beard. (Tawny Gold x
Ponderosa).

MIDNIGHT FRAGRANCE (Stevens/
Hahn ’90) An exciting new ruffled black

with the added extra of fragrance.
(Dusky Dancer x Navy Strut). $12.50

MILLION MILES (R.Nelson ’91) Long
awaited violet blue, white beard faintly
tipped gold orange; sweetly fragrant.

Charisma x Paris Opera.

MIXED DOUBLES (Ghio by Maryott
’86) Yellow standards and smooth

mahogany red falls; yellow beard.
Registered as rebloomer.

remontant.

$7.00

$18.00

$3.50

MAGIC WISH (Hager ’90) A stunning

blue-bearded pink from Magic and other
$10.00pink breeding.

MAHARISIII (Keppel ’90) Creamy buff
salmon ground plicata with wide dotted
band plus midline of crushed violets; red

$10.00orange beards.

MAKIN’ MUSIC (J.Meek ’87) Vigorous

bing cherry red with brick red beard.
(Brandy x P.T. Bamum). $4.50

MANUEL (Denney ’77) Tailored dark

red; self matching beard. Named for a

fellow who showed up to weed. $2.50

MANUSCRIPT (Burch ’90) Light violet

stds, lilac falls, yellow beard. (Carriage
Trade x Clarendon) x Flair.

MANY HAPPY RETURNS (Hager ’88)

Rose-hazed mid purple; self beards.
$6.00

MANY THANKS (Gaulter ’89) A soft

blue self exhibiting Gaulter trademark
form.

MARGARITA TIME (R.Dunn ’88) A

rave in mauve; self beards.

MARIACHI MUSIC (Maryott ’88)
Ruffled bicolor with tan standards and

$4.50

MAROON VELVET (B.Brown ’86)

Rich mahogany; Parents include Gala

Madrid and Bay Rum.

$15.00

Reblooms.

$6.00

$8.00

red-violet falls.

$3.00

MODERN CLASSIC (Knocke ’75) Still
Whitemodem, and stiU a classic,

ground plic violet stitching, violet tipped
yellow beard. AM ’79. $2.50MARRIAGE VOWS (Ghio ’87) Light

MOMENTUM (M.Dunn ’86) Ruffled
white ground plic with pale blue stitching
in standards and violet edge. $3.50

pink standards and blue white falls with
pink lace band.
Fortunata.

Just Married x

$3.50
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MYSTIC WARRIOR (R.Dunn ’89)

Standards, smoky mauve-plum blend;
electric blue falls, plum halo; plum
beard. (Blue Maxx x Hilow).

MY VALENTINE (Hager ’87) Another
recent favorite of this hybridizer, laced
white self w/ tangerine beards.

NAVAJO JEWEL (Weiler ’84) Widely

praised turquoise blue. AM ’90. $2.50

$6.50

$4.50

NEFERTITI’S DAUGHTER

(Niswonger ’91) Pink rose blend stnds,

light grey violet falls, pinkish area near
white brds, dark rose blended edge.

Nefertiti x Arabian Tapestry.

NEIL DIAMOND (R.Nelson ’87)

Smooth deep violet w/ violet blue beards.

Azure Lights x Navy Strut.

$16.00

$4.00

I think Beverly Sills

has a pink beard, Susan.

MONTEVIDEO (Ghio ’87) Vigorous
large orange; HM ’89. Season extender,

$3.50

MOON JOURNEY (Hager ’88) 'White

standards, mid-yellow falls, large yellow
$6.00

MOONLIGHT DANCE (O.Brown ’87)

Pastel shades of yellow with self beards,

heavy substance and ruffling.

MOON’S DELIGHT (Hager ’85)
Lemon yellow standards, lighter falls and

great form. HM ’87.

MORWENNA (R.Nichol ’91) Pale blue

from Britain; best iris for past three years
at Florence 1987. From Maestro Puccini

X Full Tide.

MOTHER EARTH (Hager ’88) A
personal favorite of this hybridizer. Pale

buff stds, lilac lavender falls, white brd.
Consistent rebloom. HM’91.

late to very late.

beard. Overlooked!

$8.00

$3.00

$22.00

$3.50

NEPTUNE’S LANTERN (J.Knaus ’87)

Early ruffled dark blue fading to near
white around red beard. (Firewater x

$7.50

NEUTRON DANCE (Blyth ’87)

Excellent yellow amoena with pine white
standards and deep yellow falls. (Alpine

Journey x Beachgirl).

Flamingo Blues).

$6.50

NEW AGE (K.Mohr ’91) Smooth laced
lavender violet; child of Added Praise x
Grand Waltz. $12.00

NEW DAWNING (Ernst ’90) Lemon

yellow standards, white faOs edged
yellow, yellow beard

(Afternoon Delight x Gaulter pink
$9.00

ruffled.

sdlg).

NIGHT CLUB (McWhirter ’82) Heavily
ruffled, deep royal purple, blue tipped

$3.00

NIGHT MAGIC (Kegerise ’91) White
standards with light red violet midrib
shadings, purple falls with laced white

edges; white markings at gold beards.

(Midnight Love Affair x Ringo). $15.00

NIGHT RULER (Schreiner ’90) Dark
purple standards, black falls, ruffled.

Outstanding.

purple beard.

$9.50

MY SHADOW (Magee ’90) Violet-
purple standards and black violet falls

with purple bronze beard; ruffled. Swazi
Princess x Five Star Admiral. $11.00

MYSTIC EYE (Denney ’78) Light
lavender violet, darker falls.

MYSTIC LACE (Aitken ’90) Early
violet, deeper violed falls, white spot

around white beard, and LACE! ((Laced

Cotton X Mystique) x Seawolf). $9.50

$3.00
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NOBLE HOUSE (McWhirter ’88)

Ruffled royal purple. HM’90. $4.00

NORMA JEAN (Durrance ’91) Intense

pink. Coral Satin x Custom Made$20.00

NORTHWESTERN SKIES (Ernst ’89)
Subdued white with hints of blue &

chilling blue beard. Impressive. $6.50

NORTHWEST PASSAGE (Nichols ’88)

Blue violet standards sprinkled with dark

blue violet plic markings; white falls,
edged solid royal blue; gold beard tipped
blue. Odyssey x Crystal Ball.

OLIVE BRANCH (Ernst ’90) Soft

yellow standards w/ oKve shading,
orange tan falls on olive ground; mustard
beard.

$7.00

$10.50

ORANGE TREAT (Hamner ’90) Mid
season ruffled orange; tangerine beard.

(Chief Redskin x Peach Sundae) x (Party
Parfait x Beauty Crown).

ORANGE WAVE (H.C.Mohr ’88) A
$3.50

ORBITER (Aitken ’85) Rich ruffled
purple with fragrance. AM’89.

ORBIT RULER (D.Spence ’88) A
nicely formed ruffled royal blue with
matching beards. Registered as having
horns, thus the space age name, but for
some reason we didn’t notice. (Trumpet
Concerto x Sailor’s Dance).

ORETTA’S SHADOW (Durrance ’91)
Dark and voluptuous ruffled medium blue
purple.

ORIENTAL FLAIR (O.Brown ’90)
Ruffled and fluted Spanish orange with
pink influence throughout; greyed

$15.00

ORIGINALITY (Ohio ’86) It certainly
is. Chocolate rose color, tangerine
beards.

OUR REQUEST (D.Meek ’91) Cream
standards with yellow gold flush at

midribs; yellow gold falls with central

cream area, peppering at edges; gold
$16.00

OUTRAGEOUS FORTUNE (Schreiner
’89) Pink tan standards, deep rose violet
falls, edged pink tan with white center
stripe; orange beard. HM’91.

PACIFIC OVERTURES (Denney/
McWhirter ’91) Blue tones in beautifully

$20.00

PALAZZO (Magee ’88) Tall lacy cream-
ivory-yellow. A favorite, and strong
performer at Loomis. (Colorado Sunshine
X Wedding Cake).

PANOCHA (Ernst ’88) Gently ruffled
yellow standards, clear white ground falls
with brown dots across hafts. (Desert

$3.50

$12.00

vigorous Valencia orange self.

$3.50

$7.00

$14.00

oranged beard.

$3.00

beard.

$9.50

ruffled blossoms.

$7.00

Echo X Patina).

OLYMPIC PINK (Gibson ’85) Lacy
$3.00blue pink; still a must.

ONE BETTER (Ernst ’86) Broad and
laced cream pink with deeper pink
shoulders and classic form. $2.50

OPEN ARMS (Byers ’89) Creamy peach
pink with pale creamy pink at fall center;
red orange beard and long pink cream
horns, spoons or prominent flounces,
depending on how flower feels. $10.00

OPENING ACT (Lauer ’91) Exquisitely
formed flowers of deep orchid enhanced
with orange beards topped orchid.
Feminine Wiles x Wedding Party$17.50

OPPORTUNITY (Keppel ’90) Lightly
laced dandelion gold. $15.00

ORANGE HARVEST (B .Jones ’88) A
$5.00reblooming orange self.

ORANGE JEWELIUS (D.Miller ’91)
Soft orange with brick red beard,

receiving commendation prior to
introduction. New here. $20.00

ORANGE PARFAIT (J.Hoage ’89)
Laced orange with appetizing red beard.

(Glazed Orange x Apricot Fringe). $7.50

ORANGE POPSICLE (Sutton ’88) A
fragrant creamy orange, ruffled and

$5.00laced. Quite nice.
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PERSIMMON PARASOL (Durrance

’91) Ruffled pink orange standards &

laced orange style arms topping
persimmon orange falls. Shoot Out x

$20.00

PETALUMA (Denney ’79) Ruffled dusty
rose with violet flash on falls, white

tipped yellow beards.

PICASSO (Williamson ’89) Ruffled dark
blue violet plicata with white ground,
lemon yeUow beards. Centre Court x
Simile.

PINK BLUE GENES (Niswonger ’90) A
blue bearded pink with excellent growth
habits. Stunning last year.

PINK BOA (Hoage ’88) Lightly ruffled
peach pink with red orange beard. Pink
Sleigh child.

PINK GALA (Wood ’90) A clear,

lightly ruffled tangerine bearded pink;
$10.00

PINK PACADERM (D.Spence ’88) A
novelty: baby ribbon pink; pink beards,
horns & sometimes spoons.
Jupiter X Almond Parfait).

PINK ROSE (Hamblen ’86) Rich pink
with deeper falls. The key here is the
color. Lovely Kay x Far Comers. $7.00

Wild Oats.

$3.00

$4.50

$12.00

$8.00

show bench qualities.

(Miss
$10.00

PAPRIKA FONO’S (I.Nelson ’86) Dark
brown plicata. Unusual color. $3.50

PARADISE LANE (Hamner ’86)
Ruffled and lightly laced rose pink,
tanger. brd. From Beauty Crown.$7.00

PARIS BLUES (M.Dunn ’90) Heavily
ruffled sterling silver blue w/ self beard.
(Carved Crystal x Blue Maxx) x (Portrait
of Larrie x Carriage Trade). $12.00

PARTY QUEEN (L.MiUer ’91)
Erythrite red standards, dark ruby red
falls, burnt orange beards. Only 28", but
that shouldn’t make the party less fun.
(Far Comers x Marmalade). $20.00

PAT LOUGHRAN (Durrance ’88)
Ruffled dark purple. A smoothy. Good
Knight X Black Soul.

PATTERNS (M.Dunn ’90) White

ground standards with plum peppering;
white falls with plum edge & peppering;
pale plum beard.

PAULINE COOLEY (Gaulter ’88) Deep
caramel pink standards, clean white falls

with caramel border. A lacy beauty out
of Tupelo Honey lines.

PEACEFUL MISSION (Ernst ’90) Deep
cream stds. yellow infused near white

rim, f/ white w/ gold shoulders. $10.00

PEACEFUL WATERS (Schreiner ’88)
Wide ruffled light sapphire blue. $5.50

PEACH BISQUE (Maryott ’87) Peaches
and cream, with ruffles,

performer. HM’89.

PEACH BRANDY (D.Meek ’88)
Ruffled and lightly laced with peach
shades; deeper beards. China Dragon x
Brandy.

PEACH SCHNAPPS (Ernst ’89) Ruffled
peach standards, cream peach falls;
tangerine beard. (Autumn Leaves x
Haviland).

PERILS OF PAULINE (K.Mohr ’89)
Laced lavender-orchid with bright
tangerine-red tipped lavender beards.
(Wings of Dreams x (Pink Sleight x

$6.00

$8.50

$9.50

$5.50

Consistent

$6.00

$7.00

$6.00

Cherub Choir).

PIRATE’S MOON (J.Nelson ’87) Med

apricot pink standards; straw yellow falls
$6.00w/ tangerine red beard.

PLATFORM (Durrance ’89) Peach
brown standards, white ground falls
stitched plum; burnt orange beard.
Ruffled. (Burgundy Brown x

$7.50Capricious).

PLAY WITH FIRE (Schreiner ’87) A
strong red entry from breeders known for
them. Well branched. HM’89. $5.50

POINT MADE (Innerst ’88) Bronze gold
standards, cream white falls plum
speckled; bronze plum beard. (Burgundy
Brown x Spinning Wheel).

POINTE OF VIEW (El.Kegerise ’88)
Ruffled and lightly laced lavender orchid;
white beard; peach in throat.

$10.00

$10.00
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PURPLE PIROUETTE (Hamner ’88)
Ruffled deep purple self, white brd
heavily tipped purple. Parents include
Touche, Princess Gloria and Navy
Strut.

QUASAR (Hamner ’86) Yellow self with
yellow orange bds. Consistent

performance every year.

QUEEN DOROTHY (HaU ’84) White
ground plicata, lightly stitched mid
violet; yellow white beards. Known for
its consistent rebloom. (Perfume Counter
X ReTreat).

QUIET FRIENDSHIP (Gaulter ’90)
Fluted pastel lavender with darker

infusions; near white to orange beard.
From Persian Berry lines.

$7.50

$3.00

$5.00

$8.00

POLAR SEAS (Keppel ’87) Showy
neglecta plicata; pronounced fragrance.
HM ’91.

PRANCING PONY (Gaulter ’80) Orchid
brown blend standards with rich rose

falls. Gold beard. Gorgeous.

PREMIER EDITION (Schreiner ’89)
White standards, medium blue lavender

falls, white beard tipped yellow. (Land
$9.00

PRESENCE (Gatty ’87) Mauve toned
light pink, coral peach beards shaded
lilac at tip. (Paradise sib x sib) x Simply

$6.00

PRETTY IN PINK (Williamson ’87) A
pretty rose pink plicata, white beard
tipped coral red. (Porta Villa x Smoke
Rings).

PRETTY PROMISE (Hamner ’89) A
ruffled lavender pink self. The promise
is kept.

$5.00

$2.50

O’ Lakes x Tide’s In).

Pretty.

$5.00

$8.00

PRINCE CHARMING (Williamson ’88)
Premio

$5.00

A lavender-neglecta plicata.
Firenze Winner, 1991.

PRIZE DRAWING (Plough ’88) A tan-
$3.00yellow lavender-brown plicata.

PROUD TRADITION (Schreiner ’90)
The most outstanding neglecta available
on the market. Light blue standards,

ruffled med. blue falls, blue beard tipped
yellow. (Sdlg. x Navy Strut) x Royal

$10.50Crusader).

It’s nothing that you did, I’d just
rather be with my seedlings.

PUNKIN’ PATCH (Denney/
McWhirter’89) Extremely vigorous light
pumpkin orange. (Brandy x All That

QUIET RIOT (Ernst ’86) Burgundy
mauve standards, mulberry falls with
light blue standards; bright yellow beard
with blue tip.

QUINTESSENCE (Hamner ’90)
Stunning ruffled violet blue; self beard.

One Cottage Gardens hybridizer used this

on everything in the garden! (Bubbling
Over X Classic Profile).

$3.50

$16.00

Jazz). $5.00

PURE AS THE ... (Innerst ’89) White
self, cream beard tipped white; slight

$9.00

PURGATORY (Moores ’87) Dark
orange standards, red brown falls rimmed

dark orange. HM ’90.

PURPLE PEPPER (Schreiner ’86)
Standards lavender blue, falls white
peppered blue.

fragrance. HM ’91.

$5.50

$3.00

RAMONA HOWARD (McWhiiter ’90)

Good reports on this dark marine blue

purple self from all over. Winterscape x
Hilo Shores. $12.00
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RIVERBOAT BLUES (Schreiner ’91)

Another quality Schreiner large flowered
blue, extremely ruffled.

ROBERT PRESTON (D.Spence ’89) An
outstanding new blue and white, lightly

stitched plicata of excellent form.
$8.50

ROBBIE LEE (Denney ’78) Ruffled
french blue self; white beard, tipped

$3.50

ROLE MODEL (Denney/McWhirter
’88) Melon rosy tan standards with dark

falls. ((Spectacular Bid x Brandy) x All
That Jazz). HM’90.

ROMAN PALACE (Blyth ’85) Gold
standards, white falls with brown plic

$6.00

ROMANTICIST (Keppel ’88) Rose

mauve plicata; apricot orange beards.

Ruffled. Highland Haze x Gigolo. $7.00

ROSARITA (Keppel ’89) Light tan
standards overlayed in orchid rose. Falls
apricot cream edged brownish, rose

hafts. White patch around rust orange
beards. Laredo x Queen in Calico. $7.50

ROSECRAFT (Hamblen ’86) Ruffled

raspberry violet, lighter area surrounding

cerise violet tipped beard.

ROSE PRINCESS (Ernst ’89) Rose pink
standards, paler near base; rosy lavender

falls, lighter stripe down center, rose
pink edge; yellow brds. Ruffles & Lace.
Ringo X Latin Lady. EC’88.

ROSETTE WINE (Schreiner ’89) A

plum raspberry delight with white area
beneath the beard on beautifully formed

flowers. Perfection in branching. From
Lorilee. HM ’91.

ROYAL CLOAK (Hamner ’87) Flaring
violet purple self; red beard. (Heather

$4.00

ROYAL ELEGANCE (Gatty ’88)
Heavily ruffled periwinkle blue with
shaded chicory yellow tipped blue beards.
Said to rebloom, at least in mUd parts of
California like Santa Cruz. Winterscape
X Swirling Seas. HM’91.

$20.00

Recommended.

yellow in throat.

$4.50

band. Tall.

$5.50

$7.50

$10.50

Blush X Entourage).

$5.50

RANCHO GRANDE (Ghio ’88) Large
flowers with rose standards and faOs of

Amber. It’s a western mood.

RAPTURE IN BLUE (Schreiner ’90)

Heavily ruffled light blue, white beard.
$12.00

$7.00

From Tide’s In.

RARE TREAT (Schreiner ’87) Ruffled

white narrowly edged blue purple plicata.
Out of Blue Staccato. HM’89. $4.00

RASPBERRY FUDGE (Keppel ’89) Tan
raspberry standards, eream falls, darker
hafts, and wide wash-dotted border all set

off by brick red beards. Received most

HM votes in 91 in TB category. $9.50

RAVE ON (Schreiner ’90) Ruffled

orange with creamy white signal and
tangerine beard.

RECHERCHE (Hager ’89) Lacy deep
orchid lavender for late season. $8.50

RECURRING RUFFLES (Hager ’90) A
ruffled blue violet that reblooms. From

royal parentage including Shipshape &

Ruffled Ballet. Gorgeous.

RED LIGHTNING (Gibson ’84)

Uniquely colored reddish purple blended
plicata. Sell out last year.

RED LION (Hager ’86) A hit in "red" at
the ’86 convention. HM’88.

RED TORNADO (Schreiner ’88)
Smooth red tones of maroon brown with

outstanding vigor.

RENOIR (Williamson ’88) A pastel
blend of pink-apricot, cream and
orange.

RETURN TO ELEGANCE (I.Nelson

’88) Pastel lavender rose marking around

soft cream yellow standards and falls.
Smoke Rings parentage apparent. $5.00

REVOLUTION (Blyth ’89) Striking!
Blue-white standards, falls blue &

tangerine beard; for early season.
Limited.

RICH RELATIONS (McWhirter ’90)

Heavily ruffled dark marine blue purple
bitone in broad form.

Titan’s Glory).

$11.00

$9.50

$3.00

$2.50

$7.50

$5.00

$10.00

(Night Club X
$11.00
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SARAH’S LAUGHTER (B.MiUer ’88)

Big medium yellow; show stalks! $4.50

SATIN KNIGHT (Williamson ’91)
Cream white with green tinted shoulders;

heavy substance and broad form and, in
keeping with name, satin finish. (Irish

Spring X Dream Affairs).

SAXTON (Byers ’90) Creamy light
yellow standards, white falls, narrowly
edged light yellow, white beard tipped
yellow orange; ruffled. Reblooms. Soap

$12.00

SCANDIA DELIGHT (Schreiner ’89)
Under-rated ruffled sapphire blue, lighter
at center of falls; white beard. Includes

Tide’s In, Cup Race, Tufted Cloud &
$8.00

SCENTED BUBBLES (Byers ’88)
Bluebird blue w/ long blue spoons.$6.50

SCENTED NUTMEG (Maryott ’83)
Ruffled deep blue lavender with the

$2.00

SCHORTMAN’S GARNET RUFFLES

(Schortman ’81) Maroon red iris

important for its ruffling.

SCINTILLATING LADY (Tompkins

’87) Large tangerine bearded blue.

Heavily ruffled and very showy. $5.00

SEAPORT (Keppel ’89) A very subtle

blue and white and violet plicata. Most
appealing.

$12.00

Opera x Brother Carl.

Sailor’s Dance.

fragrance of ...

$2.50

$7.00

RUBISTAR (Schreiner ’89) Lightly
ruffled ruby red, golden yellow beards on

(Cairo Lyric x
$9.00

RUFFLED SURPRISE (Rudolph ’81) A
modem classic. Standards purple at

base, blending to light purple, yellow at

midribs and top. Antique white falls with
chartreuse edge; lavender blue beard.
HM’85.

RUSTLER (Keppel ’88) Amber brown

standards, falls rust edged rose brown

with orange yellow beards. Cook Cup
Winner, Omaha ’90.

RUTH PORTER WARING (Durrance

’88) A lacy brown rose, brown beards.
Unique. From Mulled Wine and Palmer
Leader.

ST. PETERSBURG (Byers ’90) Heavily
ruffled rebloomer of silvery violet white,

changing to green white in center of falls.
Touched yellow at hafts. (Leda’s Lover

X (Sky Hooks x Condottiere)). $12.00

SANDY ROSE (O.Brown ’88) Rich buff

pink with rose lavender infusion. $5.50

SANTIAGO (Ohio ’90) Tangerine

bearded deep red orange for late season.

(Stategem sib. x Guadalajara). $12.00

top of velvet falls.
Gallant Moment).

$2.50

$5.00

$7.00

SEA WORLD (Byers ’90) Rebloomer of
light blue standards with pale green
misting at midribs; light blue falls with
greenish shoulders & blue beard. Rio
Vista, Cease Fire & Sky Hooks comprise

$14.00parents.

SECRET MELODY (Schreiner ’89)

Apricot standards, plic washed raspberry
falls, bright red orange beard. $5.50

SECRET PLAN (Ernst ’90) Watermelon

blend with yellow highlights, one of
which is the deep yellow beard. Autumn

$10.00Leaves x Haviland.
John, what extras did we send the
Smiths last year?
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SILLY DAG (Ernst ’89) Reverse yellow
bicolor of refreshing proportions. Muted

$6.50

SILVERADO (Schreiner ’87) Cool blue-
white self. Near perfection. Top vote

$4.00

SILVER FIZZ (Hager ’91) Unique silver
lavender color with heavy lacing;
outstanding branching.

SILVER FOX (Wood ’90) BeautifuUy
formed white with a blue white cast.

Tangerine beards tipped violet. Popular
and appealing.

SINISTER (Denney/McWhirter ’90) A
red self in cherry mahogany colorations;
noted for its outstanding vigor in its
reluctant gowth class. (Spectacular Bid x
Maroon Velvet).

SKATING PARTY (Gaulter ’83) WeU
branched ruffled white. AM ’89. $3.50

SKYBLAZE (Keppel ’87) Ruffled sky
blue with huge red tomato beard.
Outstanding. Premio Firenze ’90. $5.00

SKY SURF (Magee ’89) Ruffled white
with faint green highlights. (Colorado
Sunshine x Winter Pines).

Melody x Ringo.

getting AM in ’91.

$18.00

$12.50

$10.00

$7.00

SENTIMENTAL MOOD (Schreiner
’88) A collection of amethyst and orchid

shadings with a bright tangerine red
$7.00

SHAMAN (DuBose ’80) Classic gold and
black maroon variegata with narrow tan
gold rim at falls.

SHEBA’S QUEEN (B.Miller ’88)
Brilliant dark red with outstanding vigor.
Ranks high on RE polls.

SHOOT THE MOON (Byers ’87)
Creamy yellow with orange beards and,

$5.00

SHOPPER’S HOLIDAY (McWhirter
’89) Nicely ruffled new shade of mauve

blush pink. Brandy x Love Magic. $5.00

SHOREBIRD (R.Nelson ’89) Ruffled
white with pronounced greenish overlay
and veining, fading to white; white
beard.

Lights).

SILHOUETTE (M.Dunn ’89) White
ground washed blue, with pale blue
beard. (Go Around x Barletta). $5.50

beard.

$3.00

$6.00

of course, horns.

(Columbia Blue x Azure
$7.00

SNOWBROOK (Keppel ’87) Beards of
lemon add to this beautifully delicate blue
and white plicata.
hybridizers and garden public. Make
room for it. AM ’91.

SNOW MOON (Shockey ’90) Yellow
amoena with yellow beard and slight

$11.50

SNOW SUMMIT (Hamner ’88) Pure
white standards; falls lightly ruffled
yellow edged white; the yellow orange
beards are tipped white. From Misty
Moonscape.

SOAP OPERA (Ghio ’82) Tan,
and blue blend. HM ’84.

SOFT CARESS (Gatty ’91) Smooth
cream buff with orange beards. (Quiet
Moment x Simply Pretty).

A must for

$5.50

spicy fragrance.

$5.00

green,

$3.00

$20.00

It’s Mrs. Jackson, again. She’s
calling about her bacterial soft
rot.

SILICON PRAIRIE (Stanek ’91) Clean

light blue standards, chartreuse yellow
falls. HC’90. This iris, from the
caretaker of the Sass Memorial Garden in

Nebraska, was shown in color in the

April ’91 AIS Bulletin. $20.00
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SOOTHING (Burch ’91) Red bearded
light lavender. (Winona H x Kimberlina)

$21.00

SPANISH TILE (Gaulter ’88) Lavender
overtones on a maroon color base with

$5.00

SPEAKEASY (Denney/McWhirter ’90)
Striking colorations of freely blooming
burgundy, velvet brown & blue. $16.00

SPECIAL FEATURE (Osborne ’88) Fun
full blue violet novelty with large

$5.00

SPECTACULAR BID (Denney ’81) Red
black with matching beards. Cottage
Gardens’ classic. AM ’85.

SPELLBREAKER (Schreiner ’91)
Outstanding violet with captivating white

$15.00

SPICED CUSTARD (Weiler ’87) Cream
yellow standards, burnt orange and
cinnamon blend falls; red beard. Mid to
late season. HM ’89.

SPRING FAIR (O.Brown ’90) Ruffled
and flaring lavender pink; henna orange
beard. (Mystic Vision x Neon Magic) x
(Old Flame x (Spring Bride x Royal

$14.00

SPRING FLING (Denney ’81) Ruffled
rosy pink self, rosy pink beard.
(Clarendon x Carved Pink).

SPRING IMAGE (Hager ’88)
Overlooked. Laced and fluted icy orchid

$6.50

STAR MASTER (R.Dunn ’87) Large
ruffled royal purple violet and somewhat

$4.00

STARSTRUCK (Burch ’90) Ruffled
orange with coral infusion at midrib of

standards; orange red beard. Mandolin x
Fresno Calypso.

X Frosty lewis.

bold yellow beard.

protruding flounces.

$2.50

beard. Recommended.

$4.50

Coachman)).

$2.50

self; white beard.

reliable rebloomer.

$16.00

blue beard tipped yellow; heavily ruffled.
Homs on spring bloom. Reblooms.
((Ceasefire x Sky Hooks) x Scented

$8.00

STOP THE MUSIC (Schreiner ’85) A
hit parade item with maroon standards

and white falls with a maroon plicata
band. Striking.

STORMWATCH (Hedgecock ’91)
Heavily ruffled royal blue w/ silver beard
atop slight silver area on falls. Fragrant.
Navy Strut x Victoria Falls.

Bubbles).

$2.50

$22.00

STORYLINE (Ghio ’90) Early
blooming, stardards are rose over apricot
base, falls are apricot ground, sanded and
dotted rose edge. Tangerine beard.
Beautiful. $11.00

STRADIVARIUS (Maryott ’85) Nicely
ruffled brown w/ matching beards.$2.00

STRATAGEM (Ghio ’89) How can I
describe thee, let me count the colors:

melon, mauve, tan, and rose with

shoulders of brown and, yes, a tangerine
beard. A favorite; we do not understand

why this iris has gone relatively
unnoticed. $5.50

STRIKING (J.Meek ’91) Pleasing
combination of white standards with

heavy orchid phc markings; white falls,
beard same tipped coral.

STYGIAN NIGHT (G.Slade ’82) Blue
black self; very dark blue violet beard.
Night Owl X Sable Robe.

$16.00

$3.00

SUCCESS STORY (Ghio ’87) Light
blue standards, fuchsia-violet falls with

lemon beards. (Alpine Castle x Sdlg
(Gay Parasol x Mystique).

SULTRY MISS (Ev. Kegerise ’86)
Pinkish peach standards, falls lavender
pink. Quality.

$2.50

$3.50

STELLAR LIGHTS (Aitken ’86) Blue
violet with white flash.

HM’88.

Vigorous.
$2.50

SULTRY MOOD (Schreiner ’89)
Lightly ruffled cerise purple. Hadn’t
remembered how nice this really was

until we saw it in Oregon again last year.
HM ’91. $7.50

STINGRAY (Byers ’89) Standards
medium violet blue, balls slightly deeped.
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SWIRLING SEAS (Gatty ’84) Early

heavily ruffled marine blue.

SYNCOPATION (Gatty ’84) Tan gold
violet bicolor. A garden bright spot with

$2.50

TARGET (McWhirter ’89) Deep violet
flowers with bright bushy tangerine
beards. (Touche x Regent’s Row). $6.00

TEMPLE SONG (Nichols ’88) White
standards, grape falls with white haft

markings; gold beard; ruffled.

TENNESSEE FROST (McWhirter ’77)
Early ruffled white self including beard.
Hybridizer’s first introduction. (First

$3.00

TENNESSEE WOMAN (Innerst ’90)
Early to mid-season, standards medium

brown, white falls with 1/4" blue purple
trim; bronze beard. (Colortrek x Ted
Shiner).

TENNISON RIDGE (Begley ’89) Plum
burgundy standards atop white ground
falls with plicata edging of plum
burgundy. Some rebloom. A top ’91

$6.50

TEQUILA SUNRISE (McWhirter ’78)
A Cottage Garden classic. Plant it, or
drink it. AM ’83.

TERRA BELLA (Hager ’89) Bright
amber standards, falls are blended from

amber gold to buff with brown at

borders, orange beards. (Saturnalia x
Sheer Poetry).

TEST PATTERN (Ghio ’90) Tan
standards, butterscotch falls, edged in
rust; different. Gay Parasol, Mystique &
Gigolo are some of its parents.

THEN AGAIN (Byers ’89) Medium blue
violet with blue beard tipped yellow
orange. Reblooms, Banana Cream sib.

(Soap Opera x Brother Carl).

THINK BIG (Hager ’89) A large royal
purple with purple tipped pale yellow

$7.00

$3.00

outstanding form.

$7.00

Snow X Sapphire Hills).

$14.00

HM.

$2.50

$8.00

$9.00

$11.00

beards.

SUMMER MAGIC (McWhirter ’88)

Standards, wisteria blue, magenta falls.
$4.00

SUN AND SAND (Maryott ’88)

Standards of deep yellow, falls of brown;

orange beards. A color coordinated

addition to your garden.

SUNDAY SUNSHINE (Ernst ’87) A

lovely ruffled yellow, lightly brushed
$4.00

SUNKIST FRILLS (Palmer ’87) Yellow

standards, falls white rimmed yellow and
white. HM ’90.

SUNLIT CORAL (H.Monroe ’89) Blend

of coral pink and apricot orange. $5.00

SUNNY SHOULDERS (Hager ’90)
White with wonderful sun-gold shoulders;

bright yellow beard. Registered as

reblooming; it grew here on beautifully
well proportioned 40" stalks. $14.00

SUNRISE PROMENADE (Gaulter ’88)

Bright sunshine yellow standards, slight
green cast at midrib; ivory white falls

blending to yellow on edge, yellow hafts;

chrome yellow beards.

SUNSHINE SONG (Niswonger ’85)
Large and bright yellow amoena. $2.50

SUPERMAN (Maryott ’86) A great red
$5.00

SUPREME SULTAN (Schreiner ’88)

Tan gold standards, mahogany red falls.
HUGE FLOWERS! (Gallant Moment x

Peking Summer). HM ’90.

SWEET JOLENE (J.Meek ’87)

Lavender orchid standards, slightly

lighter falls, white area around melon

beard; heavily ruffled.
Waltz sib X Instant Charm).

SWEET MUSETTE (Schreiner ’86)

Lavender pink standards, rich rose pink

falls, hghtly laced. AM’91.

SWEET REFLECTION (Maryott ’88)
Standards pale violet, falls red violet with

lighter rim.

From Tequila Sunrise.

$4.00

white.

$4.50

$5.00

bearded blue. HM ’89.

$5.00

(Sweetheart
$5.50

$3.00

$4.00
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THORNBIRD (Byers ’89) A hit in
Washington. Pale ecru standards, falls
are greenish tan with deeper hafts like a

good Harris tweed. Attractive tipped

mustard and purple horns. Received high

HM vote last year.

THRILLER (Schreiner ’88) Intense

cerise-claret color makes this a garden
thriller. Recommended. HM’90. $6.00

TIGER BUTTER (Ernst ’86) Amber

standards, swami-red falls, bordered in
$2.50

TIME PIECE (Roderick ’87) Bright

yellow, marked by white spot around
$5.00

TIMESCAPE (Hager ’90) Lavender
white standards, falls blue white with

orchid lavender blot in center, white

beard tipped yellow. If you liked
Olympiad, you’ll love this child. $12.00

TINTED CRYSTAL (Hager ’88) A
pristine blue white with perfect form.
Highly recommended. ((Scenario x
Pleasure Dome) x Ron). HM’91. $6.00

TITAN’S GLORY (Schreiner ’81) Large
flowered dark violet winner of 1988

Dykes Medal.

TOMOKO (R.Nelson ’89) A rose

lavender blend with huge deep red orange
beards that is a personal favorite of its

accomplished hybridizer; as it should be.

(Formosa Spring x Glory Bound)SI 1.00

$6.50

gold; orange beards.

yellow beard.

$2.50

TOWERING INFERNO (Black ’84)
Burgundy wine w/ distinctive white spot.
(Magic Candle X Anon). HM’86. $4.50

TRACY TYRENE (Ernst ’88) Lemon

yellow standards, blue purple blend falls;

frills and lace. From Ringo.

TRANQUIL BEAUTY (Niswonger ’91)

White standards with pink midrib and
base; pink falls, pink beard.

$4.50

$16.00

TRANQUIL SUNSHINE (Niswonger
’90) Pale yellow near white standards,

yellow falls, yellow beard. Tranquil and
$10.00

TREASURE LANE (Hamblen ’85) Lacy
medium yellow with deeper toned

$2.50

pretty.

edging. A treasure.

TRIPPLE WHAMMY (Hager ’90) TaU
and novel. Bright yellow standards,

lavender white falls with deep gold hafts,

wide yellow border; bright purple beard
and horns. Recommended. ((Birth Stone

X Sky Hooks) x Jester) x (Barbary Coast

X Buckthorn). $10.00

TRUE BLISS (Hamblen ’87) Apricot
pink standards, violet falls with bright

orange beards. Late here.

TUMBLIN’ DICE (R.Nelson ’90) Violet

with distinctive wide orange beards.

((Glory Bound x Metropolitan) x
Entourage).

TWICE THRILLING (Osborne ’84)

Ruffled pink w/ horns and spoons.$3.00

TWIST OF FATE (C.Palmer ’80) Light
violet blue standards, near black falls
with bronze beards. A classic.

UNDERSEA ADVENTURE (Black ’86)

A lacy flower, light blue standards and

white falls and with much appeal. $4.00

VANDAL SPIRIT (Schreiner ’88)
Yellow ochre standards, maroon and

black blend falls; old gold beard. $10.00

VANITY (Hager ’75) A pink classic of
exceptional vigor. DM ’82.

$3.50

$14.00

$2.50

$2.00

TOOTSIE (R.Nelson ’90) Ruffled

smooth light apricot pink; dark coral
orange beard. ((Paradise x (Sunday
Chimes x Glory Bound).

TOPAZ JEWEL (L.MUler ’91) Deep
rich butterscotch with blue white area on

falls below the orange yellow beards.

From Orange Empire.

$9.50

$20.00

TOP GUN (Gaulter ’88) Hot bitone
$6.50pink. Tops! HM’90.

TOTAL ELEGANCE (Gibson ’85)

Attractive plicata with purple, violet, and
$3.00brown stitching.

VARGA GIRL (Monroe ’86) Blue pink
standards, cream pink falls deeper at

$2.50edges. Can rebloom.
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WEDDING BAND (Ghio ’86) Rosewood
standards, violet bordered rosewood falls
with red beards. $4.50

WEDDING PARTY (MeWhirter ’80) A
lacy violet self with excellent form and

clarity of color.

WELDON GIBBS (Byers ’90) Heavily
ruffled reblmg violet; pale blue beard,
lightly brushed yellow. Leda’s Lover x
(Sky Hooks x Condottiere).

WESTWARD VISION (Nichols ’89)
Beige smoky lavender standards, white

falls, edged purple, cinnamon hafts;
antique gold beard.

WHIRL AROUND (Hamblen ’87)
Orange standards, warm orange white
falls with 3/4" inch raspberry plicata
edge. Thick red orange beards. $3.50

WHISPERING (Hamblen ’90) Smokey
pink standards w/ deeper toned rim and
haft area. Interesting purple violet beards
brushed red orange; laced and ruffled.
Dance Away x Nancy Glazier. $15.00

$2.50

$15.00

$8.50

I’m sorry, Mr. Mooney, but we’re
sold out of that variety.

VENUS AND MARS (R.Nelson ’87) A

broad metalic violet blue with exemplary

growing habits. Well named.

VERISMO (Hager ’87) Ruffled deep
amber brown self. A personal favorite of

$5.00

VERIVOGUE (R.Dunn ’89) Standards

ivory yellow cream, greenish ivory cream
falls; bright gold beard. (Forbidden x
Pina Colada).

VIBRATIONS (M.Dunn ’90) Burgundy

rose standards, lighter heart at base; deep

burgundy red falls, large white area
below beard and radiating lines on edge;
tan beard.

VIDA (Dating ’87) Blended rose to buff

standards, rose edged gold falls. $4.50

VIGILANTE (Schreiner ’91) Buttercup-
caramel standards offset by silky black
maroon falls; ruffled and flaring.
Attracted crowds at the Schreiner garden
last spring. Sure to be popular. $17.50

VISION IN PINK (Wood ’87) Vigorous
pink self with tangerine beards. $3.50

WALKING TALL (Aitken ’87)
Standards are butterscotch, falls are

lavender. Intriguing. (Post Time x
Mystique).

WARRIOR KING (Schreiner ’85) Still
Schreiner’s premiere red! HM ’87.$3.00

WAY OUT WEST (Nichols ’90) Beige
brown standards, lighter center; yellow
ground falls, stitched dark brown, white

area below bronze gold beards; ruffled.
(Kona Coast x Beyond).

$4.00

the hybridizer.

$7.50

$9.00

$4.00

$9.00

WILD JASMINE (Hamner ’83) YeUow
standards and white falls with gold brown
plic washing. AM ’90.

WINDBORNE (Hamblen ’87) Heavily
ruffled medium pink with mottled red

purple vertical stripes and wide edge on
falls; red beard.

WINDSONG WEST (Nichols ’88) A hit
at previous conventions,

smoky blue, falls light blue with smoky
blue wash below orange beard tipped
blue. (Full Tide x His Lordship). $6.00

$2.50

$4.00

Standards

WINGS OF DOVES (Ernst ’90) Fluted

and lightly laced icy white, white beard.

Parents include Mill Race, Cherry
Jubilee, Christmastime & Modem

$12.00

WINTERLAND (Byers ’90) Greenish
white with light blue beards tipped

yeUow. Lots of ruffles, lots of substance
and lots of rebloom. Parents include

Immortality.

Classic.

$9.00
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WINTERSCAPE (McWhirter ’85) Blue
white, orchid hints. Gorgeous. $3.50

WINTER’S WHIMSEY (Denney/
McWhirter ’90) Cool blue white with top
form and heavy substance. Flowers last
five days. Recommended.

WINTER WHITE (B.Brown ’86) Pure
$3.00

WITCHES’ SABBATH (Maryott ’86)
Ruffled purple black self with gold

$3.00

$11.00

lovely white.

beards. Attractive.

WOODWARD CENTENNIAL (Nichols

’87) White standards, suffused deep
yellow; falls white, edged in gold, and
deeper hafts; orange beard. Sweet

fragrance. Debby Rairdon x Sat. Night
$6.50

WORLD CLASS (Hager ’88) Large
white standards, purple fuchsia falls,
paler edges. (Mother Earth x Love
Child).

YOU’RE SPECIAL (Gaulter ’89) Bluish
lavender standards with similarly edged

falls, creating a white center under the

tangerine beards. Excellent breeding
from the Irene Nelson lines.

YUKON FEVER (Schreiner ’86) TaU

bright golden yellow with super

branching; top quality. Mid to late
$5.00

YUKON TWILIGHT (Durrance ’88)

Grey blue self with dark blue beards.

Sexton sdlg. x Song of Norway. $3.50

Fever.

$7.50

$7.00

season.

WITCH’S WAND (Blyth ’88) Deep
violet stds w/ black violet falls &

bewitching orange red beards. HM in

’90 and may go further.

WONDROUS (Byers ’89) It truly is.
Deep pink standards, white pink falls,
with remarkable thick bright red beards
and blue white horns,

increaser. Risque Pink x Moonlit. $7.00

$8.50

Excellent

1992 MEDIAN GENERAL LISTING

white with orange yellow brd tipped

white. (Academy Awards x Marmalade
Skies).

APRIL ANGEL (Nichols ’91) SDB;

Eggshell white standards, faint violet

stitching at end of style arms; ruffled
ivory falls, yellow & white beard. $4.00

APRIL ELATION (Nichols ’89) SDB;

azure blue, stds darkening at base. $2.50

APRIL FOG (Nichols by Niswonger

’90) IB; Blue standards, very pale blue

falls, blue-white beard. Captured Spirit
$5.00

AURORALITA (Weiler ’90) SDB; Light

yellow standards, stippled and edged
silvery lavender, slightly darker falls,

pale lavender beard; reblooms. ((Twink
X Third Charm) x Muchacha).

$5.00

X Mystique.

$3.50

ALTAR FIRES (B.Miller ’90) BB;

Flaming rusty red orange; bronze beard;

registered as rebloomer.
Victorious x Samaritan Child).

AM I BLUE (Denney ’77) BB; Pale blue

w/ deep blue brds. Knowlton Medal ’83.
Strange Magic x Sapphire Hills. $2.50

ANGEL’S HALO (L.Miller ’91) SDB;

Reverse amoena plic, with cream

standards having subtle light blue violet
edged dotting toward the midribs, white

$7.50

ANNIE’S DRESS (Niswonger ’90) SDB;

Maroon red with nicely rounded falls and

pale blue beards. Tarheel Elf sib. $5.00

APOLLO’S TOUCH (Nichols ’91) IB;

Ivory standards, creamy yellow midrib

and base; smooth yellow falls edged

(Gideon
$6.50

faUs.
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BABY BLUE MARINE (Denney ’83)
IB; it’s blue, it’s cute, and it’s

floriferous. Azure Gem x Regent’s Row;
$2.00AM ’91.

BUTTER PECAN (Hager ’83) IB;
Bright yellow w/ brown plicata. Sass
Medal’Ol in tough competition. $2.50

CALLING CARD (Messick ’91) IB;

Blue white standards with greenish falls
and smart blue beard. (Jack R. Dee x

Azure Gem).

CANDY FLOSS (Keppel ’90) IB;
Creamy peach standards softly flushed

lavender, falls pale buff yellow ground

with lavender margin; Indian orange
beard. Early & Reblooms.

CASTLE STRONGHOLD (Nichols ’88)

BB; Purple standards with white center &

midrib; white falls with purple band; gold
and purple beards; fluted and ruffled.

(Aegena Star x Victory Pledge). $4.00

CHAGRIN (L.Harder ’91) IB; Uniquely
colored, yellow ocher standards, brown

blend falls, yellow ocher beards. Was

outstanding on pathway leading to
hybridizer’s garden in Ponca, Nebraska

at ’90 Convention.

$7.50

$7.00

$5.00

BABY BOOM (Byers ’90) SDB;
Reblooms; pale yellow standards with

cream white edges, medium yeOow falls,
white beard tipped yellow. Baby Tears x

$5.00Baby Blessed.

BANDED ROGUE (Boswell ’90) BB;
Old gold standards, falls brownish

yellow, with distinctive 1/4” golden
band; yellow beards. (Pagan Butterfly x
(Prosperity x Under Gleam)).

BERRY RICH (Ensminger ’87) BB;
Lilac purple, lighter at hafts; yellow
beard tipped lilac purple; slight sweet
fragrance. Rippling Waters child. $5.00

BIMINI (B.Brown ’85) BB; lavender &
$2.00

BIRDBATH (Byers ’89) BB; Ruffled

blue white; blue beard & self spoons.
Inspired. (Song of Norway x Sdlg
(Cease Fire x Sky Hooks)).

BIT O’ MAGIC (L.Miller ’91) BB;
Light pink with dark violet band on falls;

tangerine beards. (Evening in Paris x
Far Comers).

$5.00

ruffles.

$5.00

$12.00

CHAOS (L.Miller ’90) SDB; Violet with

maroon hafts, white beard tipped gold.

(Smidget x Baja). $2.50

CHUBBY CHEEKS (Black ’85) SDB;

Worthy Cook-Douglas Medal winner last

year, wide, rounded and ruffled violet on

white plic with pale violet beard tipped
$2.00tangerine in throat.

BLOOD COVENANT (Nichols ’91)
SDB; Light garnet brown standards with

tan undertone; garnet brown falls; brown
$4.00gold beards. CIMARRON ROSE (Nichols ’90) SDB;

Ruffled grey red tan blend with brown
tipped blue beard. (Bright Buttons x

$2.50

CLASSY BABY (L.Miller ’90) SDB;

Pale coral pink w/ light veined spot on
falls. Sheer Class x Bright Vision. $2.00

CLEAN SLATE (Boswell ’90) SDB;

White, charcoal thumbprint, lime hafts;

white beard tipped yellow.

Cheary Cherry).

$2.50

BLUEBIRD IN FLIGHT (Niswonger
’88) IB; White standards, blue falls, and

an in-flight red beard.

BRIGHTEN UP (Hager ’90) IB; Bright
deep orange, tangerine orange beard. A

$4.00

BROADWAY BABY (Gatty ’90) IB;
standards are bronzy tan with warmed
falls of white and oxblood band.

(Muchacha x Broadway).

$3.00

garden bright spot.

$4.50 COMEBACK TRAIL (Nichols ’91)

SDB; Yellow standards with creamy

undertones; cream falls edged yellow

with gold hafts and yellow beard tipped
$4.00orange.

BUSINESS TYCOON (Nichols ’90)
SDB; Early; fluted chartreuse gold

standards, ruffled yellow brown falls
edged chartreuse gold; beards blended

$3.00gold, violet & white.
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with rhododendron hafts; near apricot
beard, white base, faint lavender

midsection." Try it.

FIDDLE FADDLE (Hager ’89) IB;
Plum maroon standards, falls yellow
ground striped red maroon; off white

beard. (Phoenix x Pepper Mill). $4.00

FLOWER SHOWER (WeUer ’90) SDB;
reblooming dark red violet with violet

$2.00

$6.00

beard.

CONSUMMATION (Welch ’78) MTB;

Off white standards and dark purple falls
with white haft marks. This is as good

$2.00

CREAM CAKE (Niswonger ’90) SDB;
White standards with lemon infusion,

light lemon falls, edged white with white
beard frosting.

DITTO (Hager ’82) MDB; One of the
all-time greats of any class and winner of

the Capame-Welch Medal in 1988.

Glowing white with dark red maroon

falls edged white, touch of green on

hafts, and a blue flash at tip of white
$1.50

DOLL (Keppel ’87) IB; Rosy mauve
standards, broad apricot falls, edged light

mauve, white beard tipped yellow

orange, tangerine in throat.

DOUBLE BANDED (BosweU ’88) BB;

light yellow standards, cream yellow
banded falls giving banded impression.
HM’90.

DUSKY THIEF (Nichols ’89) SDB;

Violet dusky blue with darker halo on
falls. HM ’91.

EGYPTIAN LULLABY (Nichols ’89)
AB-Med.

overlaid chartreuse; falls smooth med.

brown; bronze beard. (Stockholm x

Smooth As Silk).

ESMERALDA (Ghio ’88) BB; Orange
standards and falls with red infusion at

heart; tangerine beard.

EVENING EPITAPH (Nichols ’91) IB;

Violet standards, deeper at base, violet

falls, deeper hafts with white lines; violet

beard tipped yellow. (Court Magician x
Premonition).

as you remember it.

$2.50

beard.

$2.00

$3.00

$1.50

Smoke violet standards

$4,00

$3.00

$5.00

HARLOW GOLD (Black ’82) IB; Sass
medal runner up last year, golden yellow
with white flash on falls. $2.00

HONKY TONK HUSSEY (D.Meek ’91)
Deep maroon self with ruffling and self
beard. Very nice. $16.00

HUCK FINN (Messick ’91) IB; Rosy
brown blend with ruffles. $7.50

ICE CHIP (Niswonger ’86) SDB;
Starchy white with pale blue spot around

$5.00white beard.

IRISH TEMPER (K.Shaver by Nichols
’87) SDB; Medium red standards, deeper

$2.50falls and orange beard.

JADE JEWELS (Aitken ’89) SDB;
Creamy smooth yellow green with a light
violet beard. HM ’90. $3.00

MEDIAN GUIDE.

MDB: Miniature Dwarf Bearded,

plants less than 8 ” tall.
SDB: Standard Dwarf Bearded,

8" to 15" tall.

Border Bearded, 1 5" to

27" stalks.

MTB: Minitature Tall Bearded,

1 6" to 27” stalks.

Intermediate Bearded, 16"

to 27" stalks.

BB:

IB;

EXTRA CHARM (Weiler ’90) SDB;

Reblooming medium blue violet with

darker violet spot pattern around blue
violet beard. $2.50

FAUX PAS (Keppel ’90) BB; Buff pink
standards, falls described by hybridizer

as "burnous completely washed bacchus
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MAINSTAY (Burch ’91) BB; Light pink
with red beard. (Winon H x Kimberlina)

X Frosty Jewels.

MAUI SURF (Aitken ’90) BB; Heavily

ruffled light blue violet; self beard.
$5.00

MAYA MOROCCO (A.Machulak ’90)

SDB; greyed purple, lighter rim around

edge on falls.

MAYA-O-MAYA (A.Machulak ’90)

SDB; Standards greyed yellow green,

falls same with gold wash; ground gold
$3.00

MEMO (Catty ’91) IB; Bright lemon
yellow with large white fall spot, gold

beards. (Muchacha x Broadway). $8.00

MORNING SHOW (Ensminger ’88) IB;
Outstanding wine red which was a

convention stopper at Omaha ’90. $3.00

$15.00

(Memorable x Orbiter).

$2.50

beard.

JOAN MORITZ (M.Hogberg ’90) SDB;

Buff yellow standards, lavender blue falls
edged yellow buff; chartreuse hafts and
lavender blue beards.

That’s It.

Flirty Mary x
$2.50

JUNGLE WARRIOR (Aitken ’89) SDB;

Orchid violet standards, amber gold falls;

blue beards. Outstanding at Aitken’s
$2.50garden last year.

KIWI CAPERS (Niswonger ’90) SDB;
Pink with violet blaze on falls, tangerine

$3.00beard.

MOSTEST (Durrance ’90) BB; Ruffled
bright gold. Frills x Golden Apple$5.00

MY SHEBA (Hager ’87) SDB; pastel
peach self. HM ’91.

NECTAR (Keppel ’90) IB; Ruffled
apricot yellow with orange beards; pUcata
breeding; some fragrance.

NEON PIXI (L.Miller ’90) SDB; Pale

coral pink, light tangerine spot on falls,
dark coral beard. (Fruit Salad x Bright

$4.00

ORANGE PETALS (Niswonger ’91) IB;
From Oriental Blush, bold orange bitone,
orange standards with some pink, falls
deep orange.

$1.50

$3.50

Vision).

$10.00

So, you ’re an iris hybridizer!

KIWI SLICES (Niswonger ’90) SDB;
Ruffled chartreuse with burgundy spot on

falls, white beard tipped blue.

LEMON POP (Lauer ’90) IB; Citrus

lemon with perfectly rounded falls;
pronounced white spot under yellow

beards. Lovely.

LENORA PEARL (Nichols ’88) BB;

Ruffled salmon pink self with hot orange
beard.

Marrison).

LITTLE MARY SUNSHINE (Roderick

’89) BB; Medium yellow standards, white

falls, medium yellow beard. Receiving
praise from many sources.

LOGO (Keppel ’86) IB; Gold apricot
ground with rosy purple plic.
Medal contender. AM ’90.

$4.00

$5.00

(Anna Glitsch x Elizabeth
$8.00

$5.00

Sass

$2.50

PACER (Aitken ’89) IB; White ground,
stitched dark blue violet; blue beard

Attractive.tipped yellow. (Cotton

Blossom X Stepping Out). $2.50

PATCHES ON PARADE (Aitken ’88)

IB; Purple with brown spot around blue
beards. Beau x Sea Wolf. HM’90. $3.00

PEACH E-TES (B.Blyth ’87) SDB;

Pastel pink with cocoa pink thumbprint
on falls, lavender blue beard tipped

$2.50tangerine in throat.
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PEOPLE PLEASER (Ensminger ’86)
SDB; Standards spectrum violet at base,
lighter at tip; Indian yellow falls with
violet beard. It pleased us.

PIECE OF CAKE (Hager ’89) IB; Clear
pink with white beards. HM ’91. $2.00

PIGEON (Hager ’87) SDB; Rich
lavender with brown hafts.

PUN (Keppel ’91) IB; From Gigolo,
standards rosy brown with lemon ground,
bright lemon yellow falls with rose
brown hafts.

RABBIT’S FOOT (Hager ’87) SDB;
Yellow standards, yellow ground falls
washed sienna brown, yellow beard.
Tease child.

RED ROOSTER (Durrance ’90) BB;
Ruffled and flaring deep red brown. A
new favorite which we are rushing to
incorporate into our red breeding. Top
performer at Loomis test garden. $7.50

RED ZINGER (Black ’85) IB; Sass

Medal runner up last year, somewhat
$2.50

RHINEMAIDENS (Magee ’90) BB;
Early, stds white inside, hght gold

outside; ruffled white falls edged gold;
gold beard.

RODEO CLOWN (Nichols ’91) IB;

Ruffled yellow tan, flecked red violet;

white area around orange gold beard.
$4.00

$1.50

$1.50

$8.00

$1.50

smooth burgundy red.

$7.00

Chatterbox x Flamenco.

SERENITY PRAYER (Dyer ’89) SDB;
Creamy white flushed yellow, deep blue
beards. Highest HM’91 in class. $3.00

SHY VIOLET (B.Jones ’89) SDB;
Lightly ruffled lilac self, amethyst
beards. $4.50

SLAP BANG (Niswonger ’90) SDB; FuU
yellow stds, dark maroon falls encircled

by yellow rim; marigold beards. $10.00

SMALL RITUAL (Hager ’88) SDB;
Bitone with silk red standards and falls of

cherry with velvet applied; enhanced by
pale blue beards tipped bronze.
Outstanding.

SOLOMON’S GLORY (Nichols ’87)
AB-MED; Lemon gold, deep violet
brown signal; orange beard. (Urban
Cowboy X Saladin’s Land). $9.00

SPACE PSALMS (Nichols ’90) IB;
Ruffled grey purple standards washed
white in cntr, white falls, broadly edged
grey purple. Brown tipped blue beard.

Broadway x Court Magician. $4.50

SPLASH OF RED (Niswonger ’87)
SDB; A clean yellow with small red spot.
Very cute and lightly fragrant. $1.50

SUNSHINE BOY (Foster ’86) IB; A
yellow and white everbloomer. $1.50

THEDA CLARK (Nichols ’88) IB;
Perky flowers of deep violet with reddish
hafts. HM ’90.

TRIVIA (Keppel ’90) IB; Tan standards,
plicata burgundy falls with brick beards.
Very cute. Logo x Shenanigan. $4.50

VELVET BOUQUET (Varner ’84)
MTB; Light purple standards, dark velvet
falls with yellow beards.

$1.50

$1.50

$3.00

ROSEMARY’S DREAM (Dunderman
’82) MTB; Deep rose standards with
some white in center, falls white with

1/2" rose border; deep orange beard.
Acclaimed. $2.00

WUNDERKIND (Hager ’90) SDB;
Yellow gold standards, wide maroon red

Wunderbar.

$3.00

falls, golden beards.

Combo X Toasty sib.

ROYAL DECREE (Nichols ’91) SDB;
Purple violet standards, falls same with
white area on each side of beard which is

yellow tipped blue; ruffled. $4.00

ZINC PINK (Ensminger ’87) BB;
Outstanding laced and ruffled French

rose self. Highest BB AM winner last

year with three times as many votes as
next closest. $4.00

RUBY WILSON (Denney/McWhirter
’89) BB; Rich deep maroon with cherry
infusion. HM ’91. (Spectacular Bid x

$5.00Maroon Bells).
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1992 ORDERING GUIDE

Minimum Order: $20.00. All orders acknowledged upon receipt.

Postage & Handling Charges: $3.50. United Parcel Service is used

whenever possible. If you prefer an alternate method of shipment, please
send sufficient funds to cover postage and we will accommodate your
alternate choice of shipment.

Payment: To be made at time of order by check of money order. Foreign
orders please use International Money Order.

Shipping Season: Late June, July & August. Specific shipping dates will be
honored if at all possible. We recommend early shipping to colder climates.

Orders will be accepted until August 24, 1992. Although we have a

reputation for being softees about this deadline, please contact us prior to
ordering after this time period.

Substitutions: Made only with permission. We will contact you if sold out
of a variety, but a substitution list from you is helpful. In the absence of a

list of alternates, we will substitute only with newer or more expensive
varieties.

EXTRAS: Lots, and with each order. The reputation of Cottage Gardens
has been made on sharing generously and you won’t be disappointed.

Warranty: Please notify us at once of any discrepancy in your orders, or if
you are not completely satisfied. Your patronage is extremely important to
us. Cottage Gardens offers a select (though growing) list of the finest tall

bearded and median iris in commerce. The plants are guaranteed to be true
to name, and to be healthy plants when you receive them. We will replace
at no charge plants which do not live up to the terms of this warranty.

Gift Certificates: For the irisarian who has everything. Available in any
amount of $20.00 or more which we will send, along with our catalog and
gift card, to the lucky person of your choice.

Mailing List: If you know of anyone who you think would like to be

included on our mailing list, please drop us a note or jot the name and
address on the back of your order sheet, and we will be happy to send the
person a current catalog at no charge.

JOIN THE AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY: Membership includes the

illustrated quarterly Bulletin and inclusion in national and regional iris
activities. Membership is $12.50 per year ($30.00 triennial) payable to the
American Iris Society. For new members, include a check with your order
and we’ll surprise you with one of our new introductions as a gift for joining
AIS.
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COTTAGE GARDENS

11314 Randolph Road

Wilton- CA 95693

(916) 687-6134

Name

Street

City Stale Z41

May we substitute if sold out of a variety?.

]  Amount IQuantity | Name of Variety

Handling Charges $3 50

CA residents please state County and

add appropriate County sales tax:

Total

Please use reverse side for continuing order, listing your
EXTRA choices, or adding a friend to our mailing list.



ATLANTA BOUND!!!

1992 AIS CONVENTION



COTTAGE GARDENS

11314 Randolph Road

Wilton. CA 95693

(916) 687-6134

Name

Street

City ^iai£ Zin

May we substitute if sold out of a variety?,

Quantity I Name of Variety Amount

Handling Charges $3 50

CA residents please state County and

add appropriate County sales tax:

Total

Please use reverse side for continuing order, listing your
EXTRA choices, or adding a friend to our mailing list.
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COTTAGE GARDENS
5HELPOW ^SKIOC* !

11314 Randolph Road
Wilton, CA 95693
(916) 687-6134
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COTTAGE GARDENS

11314 Randolph Road

(Between Green & Dillard Roads)

Wilton, CA 95693

(916) 687-6134



BULK RATE

U. S. POCTAGE
PAID

SANTA ROSA, CA
PERMIT NO. 121

COTTAGE GARDENS

11314 Randolph Road
Wilton, CA 95693
(916) 687-6134

ADDRESS CORRECTION

REQUESTED

HR AND MRS. JAMES RASMUSSEN
2112 UEST 17TH STREET
UICHITA, KS 67203
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COTTAGE GARDENS
DON DENNEY JIM MCWHIRTER

22549 Center St., Hayward, Calif. 94541
January, 1979

GREETINGS,

Once again it is time to greet our friends and customers.
Thank you very much for your orders last year and your cards
and letters. As we continue with the iris, we find the

correspondence as rewarding as the growing of our favorite
flower.

Last Spring many of you visited our garden during the
National Convention. We certainly enjoyed having you and

please come again anytime you can.
Our 1979 introductions appear on the following pages and

are featured in both the Winter 1979 and Spring 1979 A.I.S.
bulletins. If you have any questions regarding them,
please feel free to write.

This year we will ship U.P.S. wherever possible, or
otherwise as you request.

Our EXTRA POLICY will remain as in previous years;
on orders up to $25.00 we will choose 50% extras(your
hints welcomed), on orders of $25.00 or more you may
choose 100% in extras.(NET varieties and starred* items not
available as extras). Please list alternates for us, as
with this generous offer, we do sell out of items, and an
alternate list will help us so much.

We will not substitute without your permission, and
imnediate refunds will be sent on sold out varieties.

We acknowledge all our orders upon receipt,
early this year, so we won't have to disappoint you with
the sad news of a sold out item. Special bonus iris again
this year on all orders received prior to May 1st, 1979.-

Our shipping will begin July 1, 1979 and continue
through August 31, 1979.

All our plants are guaranteed to be true to name, and to
be healthy plants when you receive them. We cannot be re
sponsible for your growing conditions. If you have any prob
lems, please let us know immediately and we will gladly
replace the iris, stock permitting.

Thank you again and HAPPY IRIS SEASON for 1979

Please order



COTTAGE GARDENS PRESENT THE 1979 INTRODUCTIONS

CHIPPENDALE(Donald Denney,1979). TB,VL,36"
The ruffling and heavy substance for this brown toned iris are reminiscent of the

intricate carvings that are a distinguishing feature of fine antique Chippendale

furniture. This colorful beauty begins its bloom very late in the season and its

blossoms have the heavy substance necessary to withstand the heat of the late

Spring. The basic color of this blend is terra cotta, the color of clay flower

pots, brightened by a golden infusion at the hafts and a delicate violet accent

below Indian yellow beards. The eight to nine flowers are displayed in balanced

proportion on 36 inch bloomstalks with three branches plus terminal. The blosscans
are not overly large, but are very fragrant. These qualities make the iris ideal
for use in the home in arrangements or mixed bouquets. SDLG.# D72-136-1:

Gala Madrid X Gaulter SDLG.# 68-593:(Laurie X San Leandro) $25.00

GRANDMASTER(Bob Brown,1979). TB,M,36"

This purple self is the best of many blue-purple seedlings from crosses made with

an outstanding blue seedling out of White King X Royal Gold. This one, using His

Lordship, has many flowers on tall, well branched stalks. A medium dark purple

self, it has bronze beards with the outer half tipped purple. SDLG. # 7153:
((White King X Royal Gold) X His Lordship)).SDLG.  # 75-10 $25.00

LAST DANCE(James McWhirter,1979). TB,M-L,36"

A sister to the popular iris Tequila Sunrise but completely different. The upright

standards are near pink with peach infusion, topping falls of pale orchid-lavender
which are decorated with bright tangerine beards. The flowers are large, perfectly

in proportion to the size of the bloom stalks, foilage,etc. The stamdards are

straight up with lots of substance to assure you the beauty of the flower will re
main until the last dance.

Leandro))

((Amigo's Guitar X Gaulter SDLG.# 68-593:(Laurie  X San

$25.00

MIDNIGHT LOVE AFFAIR(James McWhirter,1979). TB,M-L,34''

A new and exciting blue toward the purple side, with very intense coloring. The
flowers are extremely ruffled, on well branched stalks, usually supporting eight
buds. The falls are set off by light violet beards to further add to the allusion
of a Midnight Love Affair. (Skylab X Dream Lover) $25.00

9

MUTED MELODY(Bob Brown,1979). TB,M,34"
Well received at the 1978 AIS Convention under SDLG. # 73-20, this creamy tan has

a light lavender overlay. The beards are cream with a lavender tip. Described in
the Summer 1978 AIS Bulletin as a "pale ivory with a mysterious cast of lavender
blue on the falls". Muted Melody has a large flower on well brcinched stalks and is a

good grower. SDLG. # 7133:((CcMmnentary X (Rippling Waters X Claudia Renee)) X

SDLG. # 7111:(((Madamoiselle X Merry Lynn) X Commentary) X Caro Nome))). HC'78.
$25.00

REGENTS' R0W(Donald Denney,1979). TB,E,38"
The clear medium blue flowers are borne on stalks as stately and sturdy as the

columns of the grand mansions on Regents' Row. The bloomstalks usually have four

branches plus terminal and frequently display three open flowers at one time,
large gentian blue flowers(RHS 94D) are broad, flaring and ruffled and are accented

by blue-white beards tipped yellow in the throat. Plant habits of this sturdy

grower are excellent. SDLG. # D74-22-3: Pop O Sha  X McWhirter SDLG. # J71-27:

(Sterling Silver X Babbling Brook). HC’78

The

$25.00

SKY JACK(John Nelson,1979). TB,M-L,35"

A new and exciting variety for the Neglecta class,
light sky blue, topping falls of royal blue set off by beards of cream yellow,

with heavy substance well spaced on strong sturdy bloomstalks.
This

The standards of this beauty are
The

flowers are very large

Each flower is extremely wide and ruffled and insures a long period of bloom,
well received at the 1977 AIS Convention in Memphis where it received 26

SDLG. # 13-69A (Skywatch X Apropos)
iris was

votes for its HC. $25.00

OUR 1979 INTRODUCTIONS ARE NET. 100% EXTRAS WILL BE GIVEN.



General Listing Tall Bearded 1979
Items Limited Quantity — Early Orders Only
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LIST

PRICE

SALE

PRICE

LIST

PRICE

SALE

PRICENAME NAME

ACTRESS

ADDED PRAISE

ADMIRALITY**

AEGEAN STAR

AFTER ALL

ALPINE PLUMES

AMERICAN HERITAGE

AM I BLUE(B.B.)
AMIGO'S GUITAR

ANGELIC LIGHT**

ANON

APOLLO RED

APRICOT FRINGE

ARTISTE**

ASGARD

ASTRO FLASH

AUTUMN LEAVES

AVALON BAY

BABY FACE

BANDSTAND

BARBARY COAST**

BASIC BLACK

BAVARIAN CREAM

BAYBERRY CANDLE

BAY RUM

BEAUX ARTS

BEAUTY CROWN

BEIGE RUFFLES

BETTY SIMON**

BICENTENNIAL**

BLACK MARKET

BLAZING SADDLES

BLONDE GODDESS

BLUEBERRY MERINGUE

BLUE LUSTRE

BOARDWALK

BOLD ACCENT

BON BON

BORDELLO

BRIDE'S HALO

BRIDE'S LACE**

BROWN LASSO(B.B.)

BURGUNDY CHERRY**

BUTTON WILLOW

CAPILIGHT

CARAMBA

CARRIAGE TRADE

CARRIE KOLB

12.00

20.00

20.00

5.00

7.50

10.00

20.00

15.00

2.00

20.00

10.00

10.00

20.00

22.00

9.00

12.50

7.50

7.50

15.00

10.00

20.00

4.00

20.00

4.00

20.00

5.00

17. 50

15.00

12.50

14.00

12.50

20.00

7.50

15.00

8.00

20.00

20.00

15.00

10.00

10.00

22.50

5.00

22.00

15.00

20.00

12.00

15.00

20.00

6.00

9.00

14.00

1.00

3.50

4.00

16.00

9.00

1.00

16.00

6.00

6.00

16.00

16.00

3.00

4.50

2.50

3.50

7.50

5.00

16.00

2.00

16.00

2.00

16.00

1.00

8.00

7.00

8.50

10.00

5.00

16.00

2.50

6.00

4.00

16.00

16.00

7.50

3.00

5.00

18.50

3.50

17.50

8.00

14.00

7.00

7.00

10.00

CARVED CAMEO

CASANOVA

CENTERFOLD

CHAMBER MUSIC

CHAPEAU

CHARTREUSE RUFFLES

CHERISHED MEMORY

CHERISHED

CHERRY SMOKE

CHIEF WAUKESHA

10.00

20.00

15.00

5.00

4.00

15.00

10.00

5.00

20.00

20.00

5.00

10.00

7.50

1.00

1.00

8.50

4.00

1.00

16.00

14.00

25.00

16.00

8.00

16.00

7.50

8.00

16.00

1.00

15.00

5.00

14.00

1.00

2.00

8.50

2.50

1.00

7.50

22.50

16.00

16.00

8.00

4.50

5.00

7.00

7.00

4.00

8.50

1.50

7.50

16.00

16.00

16.00

14.00

2.00

7.00

5.00

14.00

10.00

CHIPPENDALE(SEE INTRODUCTIONS)
CIRCLE STEP

CIRCUS STRIPES

CLOUDS**

COCO MOCHA

COFFEE HOUSE

COLORADO SUNSHINE

COLOR ME RDSE(S.D.B.)
CONCH CALL

CONVERSATION PIECE

COPPER MOUNTAIN

COSMOPOLITAN

COUNTRY MANOR

CRANBERRY ICE**

CREAM TAFFETA

CROWN STERLING

CRUSHED VELVET

CRYSTAL BALL**

CUT CRYSTAL

CYPRESS POINT

DANCING VIOLET

DATE BOOK

DEEP PACIFIC

DEEP THROAT

DEFT TOUCH

DELORA FISHER

DEMURE MISS

DIALOGUE

DISCO MUSIC

DISCRETION

DIVA

DIXIE DESERT

DON’T NEGLECTA

DOVER BEACH

DREAMING

DREAM LOVER**

DREAM WORLD

DUALTONE

20.00

20.00

20.00

15.00

16.00

20.00

2.00

20.00

7.50

20.00

5.00

5.00

12.50

7.50

5.00

15.00

25.00

20.00

20.00

15.00

7.50

10.00

15.00

15.00

10.00

15.00

3.00

15.00

20.00

20.00

20.00

20.00

5.00

10.00

6.00

20.00

18.00

V



COTTAGE GARDENS

22549 Center Street

Hayward, California 94541

Phone (415) 538-7989

Date

Name

Street

City State Zip

May we substitute if sold out of a variety^’'

Quantity Name of Variety Amount

Handling Charges $  2.00

6y2% Tax for California Residents

TOTAL

please use reverse side for continuing order and l isting your EXTRA choices.



General Listing Tall Bearded 1979
Items Limited Quantity — Early Orders Only

* *

LIST

PRICE

SALE

PRICE

LIST

PRICE

SALE

PRICENAME NAME

3.50

3.50

15.00

16.00

10.00

17.50

20.00

10.00

10.00

10.00

20.00

20.00

22.00

30.00

10.00

16.00

15.00

25.00

20.00

7.00

15.00

10.00

15.00

15.00

15.00

20.00

5.00

20.00

20.00

20.00

10.00

2.00

2.00

8.00

8.50

5.00

5.00

14.00

5.00

6.00

5.00

16.00

15.00

18.00

15.00

7.50

8.00

7.50

12.50

16.00

2.50

7.50

5.00

7.50

7.50

7.00

16.00

3.00

14.00

16.00

14.00

6.00

25.00

1.50

16.00

1.00

6.00

6.00

12.00

16.00

4.00

14.00

14.00

6.00

8.75

5.00

8.50

DUSKY DANCER

DUTCH CHOCOLATE

EMPHASIS

ENTOURAGE

EVENING IN PARIS

EXOTIC STAR

FANTASY FAIRE

FEMININE CHARM

FIVE STAR ADMIRAL

FLAIR

FLAMBOYANT DREAM

FLAMENCO

FLARE UP**

FLASH FIRE

FLUTED BURGUNDY

FOCUS

FOOLISH PLEASURE

FREEDOM ROAD

FRESNO CALYPSO**

FULL TIDE

FUNTASTIC

GARNET ROBE

GENTLE RAIN

GIFT WRAPPED

GLACIER MAGIC

GLORY BOUND**

GOING MY WAY

GOLDEN LEMON

GOLD GALORE

GOLD RING

GOLD TRIMMINGS

GRAND MASTER{see introductions)

GRAND VISIER

GRANT GORDON

GRECIAN GOWN

HARD RAIN

HAPPY FACE

HEATHER BLUSH

HELTER SKELTER

HIS LORDSHIP

HOMECOMING QUEEN
HURLEY BURLEY

ICE SCULPTURE

INSTANT LOVE

INTERPOL

INTUITION

22.50

5.00

20.00

15.00

15.00

10.00

12.50

6.00

10.00

10.00

22.50

10.00

15.00

17.50

16.00

2.00

14.00

8.00

7.50

4.00

7.00

2.50

5.00

4.00

12.00

4.00

8.50

7.50

25.00

2.00

6.00

4.50

6.00

16.50

2.00

14.50

3.00

2.00

14.00

5.00

16.00

8.00

6.00

8.00

22.00

7.50

14.00

16.00

1.00

2.00

8.50

5.00

5.00

5.00

7.50

18.00

5.00

7.50

6.00

4.00

IRISH TUNE

JACK R DEE

JAMICAN SUNSET

JEANETTE

JOKER

JOYCE TERRY

KENTUCKY DERBY

KILT LILT

KOALA

KONA COAST

LADY OF WAVERLY

LADY X

LAKE PLACID

LAND OF JUDAH

LAST DANCE(see

LATIN LOVER

LAVENDER BLUE LACE

LEISURE DAY

LEMON BROCADE

LEMON LYRIC

LEMON MIST

LIFE MASTER

LIGHT FANTASTIC

LITTLE ADMIRAL(B.B.)

LIVELY LEMON

introductions)

4.00

10.00

9.00

10.00

20.00

5.00

22.50

3.00

5.00

20.00

10.00

20.00

15.00

10.00

17.50

30.00

15.00

20.00

20.00

2.50

5.00

15.00

7.50

10.00

10.00

15.00

2 2.00

15.00

15.00

10.00

8.00

i

LIZ

LOUISIANA LACE**

LOUDOUN DELIGHT

LOVE IN BLUE

LOVELY JAN

LOVELY LOIS

LOVE SONNET

LOVING HEART

LYRICAL

MADEIRA BELLE

MAESTRO PUCCINI

MAGENTA ROSE

MAJESTIC PRINCE

MAGIC CANDLE

MAGIC LADY

MAGIC MOUNTAIN

MAGNIFIQUE
MANDOLIN

MANUEL

MARROON BELLS(B.B.)

MARY FRANCES

5.00

20.00

5.00

17.50

12.00

20.00

20.00

8.00

20.00

20.00

12.50

17.50

17.50

16,00



General Listing Tall Bearded 1979
Items Limited Quantity — Early Orders Only

* *

LIST

PRICE

SALE

PRICE

LIST

PRICE

SALE

PRICENAME NAME

MEDA LEE

MEMPHIS DELIGHT

MERRY MONARCH

MERRY TUNE

METAPHOR

METROPOLITAN

14.00

12,50

7.00

5.00

7.50

14.00

MIDNIGHT LOVE AFFAIR{see introductions)

10.00

10.00

10.00

15.00

7.50

20.00

22.50

20.00

12.00

10.00

15.00

15.00

10.00

5.00

17.50

20.00

20.00

14.00

10.00

15.00

20.00

MILL RACE

MING DYNASTY

MINISA

MISS PERSONALITY

MISS PRISS(B.B.)
MISTY MOONSCAPE

MISTY TIDE

MOCAMBO

MODERN CLASSIC

MODERN VENUS

MONACO

MONEY

MOODY BLUES

MRS. NATE RUDOLPH(S.D.B.)

MULBERRY MIST

7.00

5,00

5.00

7.00

3.00

12.00

18.00

14.00

7.00

5.00

7.50

5.00

4.00

4.00

8.50

PINK SLEIGH

PINK SWIRL(B.B.)

PLUM GLEAM

PORTA VILLA

PORTRAIT OF AMY

POST TIME

PRAISE THE LORD

PREMONITION**

PRES. FARNSWORTH

PRETTY PLEASE

PRIDE OF IRELAND

PRINCESS

QUEEN OF HEARTS

QUIET KINGDOM
RADIANT SUMMER**

RAIN CLOUD

RAINY PASS

RANCHO ROSE

REALLY PINK

RED FOX

REGENTS’ ROW(see introductions)
RIO VISTA

RIPPLING ROSE

RISQUE
ROBBIE LEE

ROCKET BLAST

ROCKET THRUSTER

ROSE CARESS

ROUND UP

ROYAL BALLET

ROYAL DAPPER

ROYAL MASTERPIECE**

SAN JOSE**

SANTANA

SAPPHIRE HILLS

SAPPHIRE TIARA

SATIN GOWN

SEA OF GALILEE

SEEING RED

SERENE DUET

SHADOW MAGIC

SHAFT OF GOLD

SHAMPOOd.B, )

SHANE

SHOWCASE

SHOWY DEVIL

SILVER PLUMES

7

15

.00

5.00

12.00

5.00

20.00

4.00

7.50

25.00

20.00

10.00

5.00

5.00

15.00

20.00

20.00

20.00

25.00

10.00

20.00

20.00

2.00

3.50

5.00

1.00

16.00

2.00

2.50

22.00

8.00

2.00

1.00

2.00

8.00

10.00

16.00

16.00

12.00

4.00

9.00

16.00

25.00

7.50

1.00

4.00

14.00

4.00

9.00

8.50

2.00

15.00

18.00

16.00

18,00

15.00

1.00

16,00

14.00

2.00

2.00

9.00

7.50

4.50

3.00

5.00

4.00

7.00

3.00

MUTED MELODY(see introductions)
MY GIRL FRIEND

MYSTERY TIME

I  MYSTIC EYE

MYSTIQUE

NAVAJO BLANKET**

NICKELODEON

OPENING NIGHT

ORANGE PLUSH

OSAGE BUFF

PALACE GUARD

PANACHE

PANAMINT

PATINA

PEACH SUNDAE**

PEARL FROST

PEEK A BLUE

PENNY A PINCH**

PERSIAN HAREM

PETITE POSY

PHOENIX

PICAYUNE

PINK KITTEN(I.B.)

PINK LOLLIPOP(I.B.)

PINK PERSIAN

20

25.00

16.00

11.00

14.00

5.00

16.00

18.00

1.00

3.00

2.00

10.00

15.00

15.00

15.00

16.00

9.00

3.00

12.00

10.00

3.00

16.00

8.00

4,50

4.50

9.00

.00

3.00

10.00

20.00

10.00

20.00

18.00

5.00

20.00

22.50

20,00

22.00

20.00

5.00

20.00

20.00

6.00

5.00

18.00

15.00

7.50

4.00

10.00

10.00

15.00

7.50

.00

22.00

20.00

14.00

20.00

22.50

5.00

6.00

5.00

15.00

20.00

20.00

20.00

20.00

15.00

7.50

15.00

15.00

6,00

20.00

12.00

7.50

7.50

15.00



General Listing Tall Bearded 1979
Items Limited Quantity — Early Orders Only

* *

LIST

PRICE

SALE

PRICE

LIST

PRICE

SALE

PRICENAME NAME

SINGING BLUE

SKETCH ME

SKY GEM**

SKYLAB

SNOW BASIN

SNOW FLURRY

SNOWMOUND

SOCIALITE

SOCIAL WHIRL

SOFT CONTRAST

SOUL MUSIC

SOUTHLAND GRAPE

SPACE SHADOW

SPANISH STREET SONG

SPARTAN

SPINNING WHEEL

STARFROST PINK

STARRING ROLE

STARS OVER CHICAGO(A.B.)

STARTLER**

STITCH IN TIME

STUDY IN BLACK

SUGAR BEAR

SUMMER LOVE

SUMPTUOUS

SUNDAY CHIMES

SUN FIRE

SUN FLOWER

SUN KING

SUNSHINE EXPRESS

SUVA SLING

TACO BELLE**

TANGERINE SUNSET

12.50

15.00

10.00

7.50

5.00

2.00

12.50

7.50

7.50

7.50

20.00

20.00

10.00

5.00

6.00

15.00

12.00

7.50

5.00

20.00

20.00

4.00

17.50

12.00

20.00

22.50

17.50

5.00

15.00

20.00

20.00

20.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

6.00

3.00

2.00

1.00

6.00

3.00

3.00

3.00

14.00

14.00

6.50

1.00

3.50

9.00

5.00

3.00

2.00

16.00

16.00

2.00

12.00

5.50

14.00

15.00

6.00

1.00

9.00

14.00

8.00

16.00

4.00

TEMPLE GOLD

TENAWAY

TENDER THOUGHT

TENINO

TENNESSEE FROST

TEQUILA SUNRISE**
THICK & CREAMY

TOUCH OF CLASS

TRILL

TRUMP CARD

TUPELO HONEY

TURBULENCE

VALENTINA

VALVOUCHE

VELVET FLAME

VELVET MORNING

VERNAL FALLS

VICKIE'S VANITY

VICTOR HERBERT

VICTORIA FALLS

VIVACIOUS MISS

WARLORD

WATERSCAPE

WEST COAST

WESTERN SPRING

WHITE LIGHTNING

WHOOP EM UP(8.B,)

WILD BERRY

WINGS OF DREAM

WORLD NEWS

YELLOW CREAM

YVONNE B. BURKE

17.50

20.00

15.00

15.00

15.00

22.50

20.00

7.50

6.50

20.00

12.50

15.00

7.50

15.00

15.00

7.50

5.00

17.50

20.00

15.00

20.00

4.00

5.00

2.00

20.00

7.50

5.00

20.00

10.00

15.00

15.00

15.00

8.00

8.00

6.00

5.00

8.50

18.00

15.00

4.00

3.00

12.00

4.00

6.00

3.50

6.00

7.50

3.00

1.00

9.00

14.00

9.00

14.00

2.50

1.00

1.50

10.00

3.00

2.00

16.00

6.00

8.00

4.00

5.00

JOIN THE AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY

If you are not a member of the American Iris society,

SEND YOUR CHECK for $7.50 annual, or $ 18.75 triennial

MADE PAYABLE TO THE AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY, to us with

your order, we will send it in for you and include an

EXTRA FREE IRIS(our choice), with a list price of $20.00.
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